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I think 15 years is not a big time for history, but our organization has come a long and interesting way. In the early 
1990s, it was hard to imagine free trade and visa-free travel opportunities from Europe. However, it is noteworthy 
that in this respect EUGBC has taken an active part in this historic process. I would like to mention the merit of the 
first founders of the organization, both from the Georgian and European sides, and highlight the merit of the first 
Secretary General Kote Zaldastanishvili, whose diligence is great in laying the foundation for the establishment 
and development of the Council. And as for the European founders - the role of BP is invaluable. BP Brussels and BP 
Georgia are important/key supporters and partners for our Council’s European projects. 

The Association Agreement has opened a new page in the history of Georgian-European relations, and our Council, 
as a European organization, serves to develop cooperation between European and Georgian business partners. It is 
a difficult process, full of challenges, but we do understand as well that there is virtually no alternative to economic 
cooperation with Europe. Experience has shown that partnership with the EU is vital for the development of our 
country’s economy. The Council has brough together about 100 Georgian and foreign companies, whose goal is to 
develop a new type of business relationship with both European and other foreign partners. It is noteworthy that 
in this difficult period for the world when COVID 19 and the Russian-led invasion of Ukraine posed the greatest 
challenges to the world, our organization seeks to help member companies overcome the difficulties. I cordially 
congratulate all EUGBC members and partners on the 15th anniversary of the organization.

Fight for freedom
Two months ago, I really could not imagine that in the 21st century, the entire world community would witness such 
barbaric and fascist acts on the continent of Europe. The aggression of the Russian Empire and the unprovoked war 
against Ukraine have created an unprecedented environment in Europe, and made all of us, supporters of European 
values, face a dilemma: to endure injustice, violence and fascism or to stand up and defeat the evil empire once 
and for all by all means available to us. The choice is clear, first of all each of us must realize the importance of this 
dilemma for the sake of our future generations. We, Georgians must show exceptional wisdom and patriotism, since 
Georgia is a victim of the Russian occupation along with Ukraine. In this regard, the results of active diplomatic 
cooperation and work on security issues with strategic partners are regrettably insufficient/unsatisfactory. 

Today, when the Ukrainian people and their brave president have fundamentally changed the world political 
situation, I wish we defended our dignity and principles along with Ukraine… 

EUGBC Secretary General Zviad Chumburidze

15 years in the service of Georgia’s European Road
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15 წელი საქართველოს ევროპული გზის სამსახურში   

ვფიქრობისტორიისთვის15წელიარცთუდიდიმონაკვეთია,მაგრამჩვენიორგანიზაციისთვისსაკმაოდხან
გრძლივიდა საინტერესო გზა გავიარეთ. 90იანი წლებისდასაწყისში ძნელი წარმოსადგენი იყო ევროპის
მხრიდანმიგვეღოთავისუფალივაჭრობისადაუვიზომიმოსვლისშესაძლებლობები.ამმხრივმნიშვნელო
ვანია,რომEUGBCამისტორიულიპროცესისერთერთიაქტიურიმონაწილეა.

მინდააღვნიშნოორგანიზაციისპირველიდამფუძნებლებისღვაწლი,როგორცქართული,ასევეევროპული
მხრიდანდაგამოვყოპირველიგენერალურიმდივნის–კოტეზალდასტანიშვილისდამსახურება,რომელმაც
ბევრირამგააკეთასაბჭოსდაფუძნებისადაგანვითარებისთვის.

ევროპელიდამფუძნებლებისმხრიდანკი–BPსროლი.სწორედBPბრიუსელიდაBPსაქართველოარისჩვენი
საბჭოსევროპულიპროექტებისმნიშვნელოვანიმხარდამჭერიდაპარტნიორი.

ასოცირების ხელშეკრულებამ ახალიფურცელი გააჩინა ქართულევროპულიურთიერთობების ისტორიაში
დაჩვენისაბჭოც,როგორცევროპულიორგანიზაციაევროპელდაქართველბიზნესპარტნიორებსშორისთა
ნამშრომლობისგანვითარებასემსახურება.ესრთულიპროცესია,რომელსაცთანახლავსგამოწვევები,მაგ
რამასევე კარგადგვესმის,რომალტერნატივაევროპასთანეკონომიკურთანამშრომლობასპრაქტიკულად
არაქვს.გამოცდილებაგვიჩვენებს,რომჩვენიქვეყნისეკონომიკისგანვითარებისთვისევროკავშირთანპარ
ტნიორობასასიცოცხლოდმნიშვნელოვანია.

15წლისმანძილზეჩვენმასაბჭომშეძლოგამხდარიყოქართულიდაევროპულიბიზნესწრეებისლობისტი
დაინტერესებისდამცველი.

საბჭოშიგაერთიანდა100მდექართულიდაუცხოურიკომპანია,რომელთამიზანიცსწორედახალიტიპის
ბიზნესურთიერთობებისგანვითარებაა–ევროპელდასხვაუცხოელპარტნიორებთან.

აღსანიშნავია,რომმსოფლიოსთვისამურთულესპერიოდში,როდესაცCOVID19მადაუკრაინაშირუსეთის
მიერდაწყებულმადამპყრობლურმაომმამსოფლიოუდიდესიგამოწვევებისწინაშედააყენა,ჩვენიორგანი
ზაციაცდილობსდაეხმაროსწევრკომპანიებსშექმნილისირთულეებისგადალახვაში.

გულითადადვულოცავორგანიზაციის15წლისთავსEUGBCსყველაწევრსადაპარტნიორს.

ბრძოლა თავისუფლებისთვის

ჯერკიდევორითვისწინ,ნამდვილადვერწარმოვიდგენდი,რომ21ესაუკუნეშიევროპისკონტინენტზეასეთი
ბარბაროსული,ფაშისტურიქმედებებისმომსწრეგახდებოდამთელიმსოფლიოთანამეგობრობა.რუსეთის
იმპერიისაგრესიამდადანაშაულებრივმაომმაუკრაინისწინააღმდეგ,უპრეცედენტოგარემოშექმნაევრო
პაშიდაჩვენყველანი,ევროპულიღირებულებებისმხარდამჭერიადამიანები,დილემისწინაშედაგვაყენა:
შევეგუოთუსამართლობას,ძალმომრეობასდაფაშიზმსთუწინაღვუდგეთყველახელთარსებულისაშუა
ლებითდაერთხელდასამუდამოდდავამარცხოთბოროტებისიმპერია.არჩევანინათელია,პირველრიგში
თითოეულმაჩვენგანმაუნდაგავაცნობიეროთამდილემისმნიშვნელობაჩვენიმომდევნოთაობებისთვის.

განსაკუთრებული გონიერება და პატრიოტიზმი ქართველებს გვმართებს, ვინაიდან რუსული ოკუპაციის
მსხვერპლიუკრაინასთან ერთად საქართველოცაა. ამ მხრივ, სამწუხაროდ, სტრატეგიულ პარტნიორებთან
აქტიურიდიპლომატიურითანამშრომლობისდაუსაფრთხოებისსაკითხებზემუშაობისშედეგებიარადამაკ
მაყოფილებელია.

დღეს,როდესაცუკრაინელმახალხმადამათმამამაცმაპრეზიდენტმა,ფუნდამენტალურადშეცვალამსოფ
ლიოპოლიტიკური ვითარება – ვისურვებდი,რომუკრაინასთან ერთადჩვენჩვენიღირსებადა პრიციპები
დავიცვათ...
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Dhabi group is a one of the largest investors in 
Georgia, what is the source and in which sectors 
do you invest? 

Dhabi group is the leading business group in the 
UAE and operates in many business sectors, in-
cluding tourism, construction, real estate, devel-
opment and management, production, banking 
and financial services and others. The Biltmore 
Tbilisi Hotel is the first huge investment for Dhabi 
Group in Georgia in the hospitality industry. 

Please tell us more about The Biltmore Tbilisi Ho-
tel, What is the key factors for success?

We are delighted to represent The Biltmore Tbilisi 
Hotel as one of the best accommodation in the city, 
ideally situated within the historic and cultural dis-
trict, with 214 luxury rooms, various business venues, 
exceptional dining places and stunning spa center, is 
suitable for both business and leisure travelers.

The key of the success is the hard work of our ded-
icated team. Each member is in charge of ensuring 
customer satisfaction and for us every guest is of ut-
most importance. 

How pandemic has affected the business? 

The past two years have been full of challenges. The 
crisis has affect all sectors but particularly hard the 
tourism and hotel industry.

Despite many difficulties, in strict compliance with the 
recommendations of the Government and WHO The 
Biltmore Tbilisi Hotel has never stopped operating. 

We can confidently say, that we managed to over-
come this crisis with dignity.

Did Georgia meet your expectations and how do 
you assess the business environment in Georgia? 
What is Georgia’s potential for attracting foreign 
investments? 

Georgia is a county with healthy, safe and stable 
investment environment. The key to success of the 
Dhabi Group was a responsive approach to business 
and the management team’s ability to recognize 
gaps on the market and adapt to them. 

Presently, the business environment becomes in-
creasingly attractive in Georgia. The government 
supports investors, all the legal processes move rap-
idly with a low level of bureaucracy. 

What are your impressions of Georgia? What 
would you say to your fellow investors about the 
country? 

I have been living in Tbilisi since 2012. I like the at-
mosphere in the country, it’s very safe, the people 
are friendly and hospitable. Georgia is a very beau-
tiful and interesting country, everything that you see 
around you is centuries-old glory and wealth.

The nature is beautiful, in this small country you can 
find so many different landscapes, like alpine zones, 
sea, protected areas and so on. My suggestion to 
fellow investors is to present a unique, high quali-
ty product with the optimal time management and 
the most importantly, to find the gap in the market 
– these are the main components for success.

INTERVIEW 
with director of the Dhabi Group

MR. ANDREW BESHAY
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Georgia’s Western Struggle 
Making foreign policy choices is a comprehensive process. 
First, a complex interplay of internal and external factors 
guides the formation of the national consensus on how 
the society sees its interests and values. Second, based on 
identified interests and values, the society tasks the govern-
ments to translate the people’s choices into an actionable 
policy. Third the people evaluate the government’s ability 
to implement the policy and measures the success against 
the commonly agreed national priorities. In Georgia’s case, 
the perpetual fight for survival, freedom, and security has 
always been the cornerstone of the interests and values. For 
past centuries, an existential threat from the Russian Fed-
eration has been the most crucial external factor affecting 
and directing multiple internal factors. Thus, to secure Geor-
gia’s interests, preserve its identity and not only maintain 
independence but primarily gain true freedom, a Western 
choice has become an urgent necessity. In other words, 
Georgian people have to choose between being part of the 
Russian orbit, endangering Georgia’s freedom and security 
for centuries, or striving towards freedom and prosperity 
through pursue of Western integration.

The choice is obvious; however, it is not only about making 
a choice. It is about making an adequate effort to achieve 
the declared national priorities. There are specific rules and 
criteria’s that every nation willing to join the community of 
free nations should abide by. In oversimplified terms, those 
criteria boil down to the ability to embrace democratic val-
ues through establishing a fair and inclusive political sys-
tem, free elections, respect of human rights, independent 
judiciary, the rule of law, and transparent defense and secu-
rity system. Nobody is perfect. There are different internal 
problems in all EU and NATO member countries. Primar-
ily, the key and indispensable element of successful west-
ern integration is to demonstrate an apparent effort and 
progress in solving internal vulnerabilities. Thus, to make 
evidence-based conclusions on where Georgia stands on 
its European integration path, it is necessary to examine its 
records against some of the vital criteria of state building.  

At this point, Georgia entered a state of constant crisis. 
Due to the deplorable level of polarization, there is no fair 
political opportunity structure in the country. Embassy 
of the US in Tbilisi spotted the root of the problem not-
ing the «blurring of the line between the ruling party and 
the state.» The Georgian Dream party is ruling the country 
through a frequently misattributed philosophy of «who 
is not with us is against us». The government has cho-
sen to marginalize opposition or minority groups and to 
target individuals with critical ideas. Hate speech, call for 

violence, and widening divides in Georgia’s already polar-
ized society have become common in the contemporary 
political landscape. Even the official pre-election slogan 
of the government was to ‘finish’ opposition parties, civ-
il society, and free media labeling all critical voices in the 
country as traitors and enemies of the state. The political 
system established in Georgia recognizes only the part of 
society that votes for the ruling party, leaving others with 
the only choice of street protests to get their voices heard. 
Constant tensions, political confrontation, and permanent 
protests don’t allow for a standard political process to ad-
dress population’s grievances. This fuels tensions and rais-
es the risks of civil unrest and internal instability. Such a 
political system is incompatible with European integration 
and entrenches the country in its vicious post-soviet past.  

The electoral system in Georgia is another factor that further 
fuels polarization and hampers Georgia’s European integra-
tion process. Due to many  reported  electoral ill practices, 
there is a strong perception that it is impossible to vote the 
ruling party out of the government and that the outcome 
is determined by the abuse of administrative resources and 
the central election committee, which is the extension of 
the ruling party. Even based on the officially declared du-
bious outcomes of the 2021 local elections, only 46% vot-
ed for the ruling party, meaning that more than half of the 
population lives outside the political opportunity structure 
without a chance to influence political processes through 
elections. The European Union recognized the electoral 
system as one of the critical areas during the EU mediated 
negotiations led by the Council’s President, Charles Michel 
to defuse a severe political crisis following the controver-
sial parliamentary elections in 2020. After the months of 
top-level engagement from the EU, Georgian Dream re-
fused to implement much-needed reforms to bring the 
electoral system closer to European standards. 

The EU has also been very active in finding solutions to the 
problems of the judiciary system in Georgia, which is wide-
ly recognized as one of the soft underbellies of Georgia’s 
Europeanization standards. At this point, authorities are 
immune against the judiciary means of political fair play as 
they can always win any legal battle. The EU invested con-
siderable resources in resolving vast differences between 
the estranged ruling party and united opposition on the 
ways to improve independence of judiciary as part of EU’s 
mediation. In consultations with all local and international 
stakeholders, the EU side formulated a text of the agree-
ment, which envisages a detailed plan on improvements 
of the democratic standards in corresponding key spheres 
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including in judiciary. All stakeholders seem to agree on the 
urgent need to implement those recommendations; how-
ever, due to the unprecedented levels of political polariza-
tion, and lack of political will from authorities in charge, the 
sides failed to sign and implement the agreement. There-
fore, the issue of political influences and control on judicia-
ry remains one of the main problematic areas for Georgia’s 
rapprochement with the Western institutions.  

Human rights record is another difficult area in Georgia’s de-
mocratization process. Georgian Dream is widely believed 
to use anti-Western violent groups for oppressing political 
opponents and other critical voices in the country. One of 
the attacks of violent groups on peaceful demonstrations 
tragically led to the death of the journalist Lekso Lashkarava. 
Such attacks are allegedly coordinated with the authorities 
because even in the case of fatal consequences, no mean-
ingful legal charges have been imposed on the organizers 
of the violence. The government also failed to adequately 
respond to the  violent crackdown  of the demonstration 
against the controversial arrival of the Russian-led inter-par-
liamentary group to Tbilisi in 2019. Scenically, then minister 
of interior Giorgi Gakharia, who acknowledged his political 
responsibility for the case, was promoted to the post of 
prime minister in a few weeks after. Impunity and lack of ac-
countability of law enforcement leads to another aspect of 
the human rights violations in Georgia – using police, pros-
ecution, and special services as a political weapon against 
the opponents. There have been many cases to discredit 
critical groups and individuals in the country through pub-
licizing illegal tapes of private life. Most notoriously, one of 

the recent leaks revealed that special services are spying not 
only on the most of the active representatives of the society 
but also on the diplomats of the Western countries accred-
ited in Georgia. The case obviously damaged trust between 
Georgian authorities and EU.  

The most recent release of the video footage showing the 
conditions of treatment of the imprisoned third president 
of Georgia is a vivid proof of poor human rights standards 
further complicating relations with the EU. Moreover, the way 
Georgian authorities handle president’s case contributes to 
widening divides in Georgian society leading to more ten-
sions in political discourse. Despite numerous calls of Geor-
gia’s strategic partners, the authorities fail to respect the 
fundamental rights of Mikheil Saakashvili by depriving him 
of the opportunity of receiving timely medical help and ex-
periencing the right to free trial. The leaders of the Georgian 
Dream launched an open anti-Western offensive in response 
to the advice of the friend of Georgia. Hate speech and calls 
for violence have always been a crucial part of the Georgian 
Dream›s internal political strategy; however, the recent vio-
lent stance against Western partners is a perfect indicator 
of the current state of affairs in EU-Georgia relations. The 
EU made it very clear what steps need to be taken by the 
leadership if there is a political will to bring Georgia closer 
to European standards through the detailed document pro-
posed as a solution to the endless political crisis. However, 
so far the authorities have only demonstrated rollback in all 
the vital areas of Georgia’s reform agenda. As a result, ac-
tions of Georgian authorities and their narratives drive the 
country in the opposite direction from the EU. 

SHOTA GVINERIA, Fellow, Economic Policy Research Center (EPRC)
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German ProCredit Bank for You 
and Your Business!

Overview
ProCredit Bank has been operating successfully in Georgia for 23 years. ‘The bank has focused on the development 
of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) for many years, and now, besides financing businesses, we also 
offer private individuals the benefits of our special DIRECT banking service. Furthermore, in all of our activities we 
pay significant attention to environmental initiatives. In customer relations, our priority always has been and will 
remain transparent communication along with responsible banking, all of which contributes to the healthy and 
stable development of the economy.’ says Alex Matua, ProCredit Bank’s General Director.

Business activities
ProCredit Bank continues to offer quality services to SMEs. The bank has been providing long-term and stable financial 
support to businesses ever since it was founded. The main priority during the pandemic years has been to strengthen 
and finance existing enterprises, both in terms of working capital and fixed assets, which quickly reflected on their 
business continuity and development. 

Technology and innovation
ProCredit Bank is continuing to enhance its DIRECT banking services for private individuals. The technologically 
advanced bank has fully digitalised its services, which means that from the moment customers open an account, 
they have online access to the bank’s complete range of services. Private individuals and legal entities now have the 
opportunity to open an account and use ProCredit’s services without even having to visit the bank. It is important to 
point out that ProCredit’s DIRECT banking model provides customers with fast, easy and secure services through 
online channels – all included in a flat-rate monthly fee.

Environmental protection
Social responsibility in general, and especially in terms of environmental issues, is an important element of the bank’s 
business activities. In 2021, ProCredit Bank launched a solar power plant financing programme. This environmentally-
friendly initiative helps businesses and private individuals to reduce their energy costs. The bank itself has a rooftop 
solar power plant and is the only bank in Georgia to have an EDGE-certified ‘green’ head office. Moreover, 100% of 
the bank’s vehicles are electric, and the bank offers special financing opportunities for purchasing electric vehicles. In 
addition, ProCredit operates a network of EV charging stations throughout Georgia that are available free of charge 
to the general public. 

ProCredit Bank Georgia, a bank with 100% German capital, takes advantage of its wide European experience to offer 
its customers a range of modern, fast and convenient services.
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ᲞᲘᲠᲕᲔᲚᲐᲓ ᲡᲐᲥᲐᲠᲗᲕᲔᲚᲝᲨᲘ: „ᲨᲐᲢᲝ ᲛᲣᲮᲠᲐᲜᲘ“ ᲛᲡᲝᲤᲚᲘᲝᲡ 

100 ᲡᲐᲣᲙᲔᲗᲔᲡᲝ ᲕᲔᲜᲐᲮᲡ ᲨᲝᲠᲘᲡ 58-Ე ᲐᲓᲒᲘᲚᲡ ᲘᲙᲐᲕᲔᲑᲡ

2021წლის„საუკეთესოვენახების“რეიტინგით,„შატომუხრანს“მსოფლიოს58ესაუკეთესომეღვინეობისსა
პატიოადგილიერგო,რითაცუკანმოიტოვამსოფლიოსბევრიპრესტიჟულიკომპანია.ესპირველიშემთხვე
ვაა,როცაქართულივენახიიმსიაშიმოხვდა,რომელსაცღვინისადაღვინისტურიზმისექსპერტთასაერთაშო
რისოსაბჭოადგენს.ესშეფასება„შატომუხრანში“სტუმრობისსაერთოგამოცდილებასეყრდნობა,რომელიც
ადგილისდათვალიერებას,ღვინისდეგუსტაციას,გარემოს,კერძებს,თანამშრომლებს,ხედებს,რეპუტაციას,
მისაწვდომობასდაყველაიმკომპონენტსაერთიანებს,რომელიცმამულისმონახულებასდაუვიწყარსადა
მომხიბლავსხდის.

ᲡᲐᲣᲙᲔᲗᲔᲡᲝᲡ ᲬᲐᲠᲛᲝᲩᲔᲜᲐ

„მსოფლიოსსაუკეთესოვენახები“ყოველწლიურისიაა,რომელიცმსოფლიოსსაუკეთესომეღვინეობებსწარ
მოაჩენს,–საუკეთესოადგილებს,სადაცშესანიშნავიღვინოებისგასინჯვადამეღვინეობამევენახეობისშეს
წავლაშეიძლება.„შატომუხრანი“საქართველოშიპირველიდაერთადერთიშატოარომელიცსიაშიმოხვდა
დამსოფლიოსისეთიცნობილიდააღიარებულიღვინისრეგიონებისმეღვინეობებიმოიტოვაუკან,როგორე
ბიცაანაპასველი,შამპანი,ბორდოდაპიემონტი.
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ᲔᲥᲡᲞᲔᲠᲢᲗᲐ ᲨᲔᲓᲒᲔᲜᲘᲚᲘ ᲡᲘᲐ

საკონკურსო სიის შედგენისას ითვალისწინებენ
მსოფლიოს600მდეღვინის,მოგზაურობისდაღვი
ნისტურიზმისექსპერტისხმებს.2021წლისსიახუთ
კონტინენტს,18ქვეყანასდა17ახალმარანსმოიცავ
და.მათშორისიყოსაფრანგეთის,იტალიის, კალი
ფორნიისდა ახლაუკვე პირველად  საქართველოს
ლეგენდარულიმეღვინეობა„შატომუხრანის“სახით.

ექსპერტთასაბჭო,რომელიცმსოფლიოსსხვადასხვა
რეგიონს წარადგენს, სომელიეების, ღვინის ჟურნა
ლისტების, მოგზაურობის ექსპერტების და ღვინის
მოყვარულებისგან შედგება. ეს ადამიანები ხშირად
მოგზაურობენ და თითოეულ მათგანს შვიდი ხმის
უფლებააქვს.მონაწილეებიხმებსიმმეღვინეობებს
აძლევენ,რომელთაცსტუმრებისთვისსაუკეთესოგა
მოცდილებისმიცემაშეუძლიათდარომლებზეცმე
გობრებსთამამადგაუწევდნენრეკომენდაციას.

„ᲨᲐᲢᲝ ᲛᲣᲮᲠᲐᲜᲘ“ – ᲬᲐᲠᲡᲣᲚᲘᲡ ᲓᲐ ᲐᲬᲛᲧᲝᲡ 
ᲓᲘᲓᲔᲑᲐ

„შატო მუხრანში“ღვინისდაყენების ისტორია 1878
წლიდან იწყება, როცა პირველი მოსავალი მიიღეს.
ბაგრატიონთა კეთილშობილი გვარის მემკვიდრემ,
თავადმა ივანე ბაგრატიონმაღვინისდაყენების ნა

ტიფი ხელოვნება საფრანგეთის ბორდოსა და შამ
პანისრეგიონებშიშეისწავლა.საფრანგეთიდანდაბ
რუნებისშემდეგმანგადაწყვიტა,შატოსკონცეფცია
საქართველოშიდაენერგა.თავადმაღვინისდაყენე
ბისთანამედროვემეთოდებიშემოიტანადამუხრა
ნისსაგვარეულომამულშისაუცხოოქართულიღვი
ნოების წარმოება დაიწყო. მალე მუხრანის მამული
ქართულიდაუცხოურიელიტისბრწყინვალეწარმო
მადგენელთათავშეყრისადგილადიქცა.

დღეს „შატო მუხრანი“ თავისი მე19 საუკუნის სა
სახლით, რესტორნით, მშვენიერი ბაღებით და
მდიდრული ვენახებით საქართველოს ისტორიას
თანამედროვეღვინისტურიზმთანდასტუმართმოყ
ვარეობასთანაერთიანებს.

შატოთბილისთანახლოს,ქართლისრეგიონშიმდე
ბარეობს. მისი ვენახები 102 ჰექტარ ფართობზეა
გაშენებული, სადაც ყურძნის ქართულიდა საერთა
შორისოჯიშებიიზრდებადამათორგანულიმევენა
ხეობისწესებითუვლიან.აქწარმოებულიღვინოები
სრულყოფილადასახავსქართლისტერუარისინდი
ვიდუალობასდახასიათს.ამისშედეგიაის,რომ„შა
ტომუხრანის“ღვინოებმამსოფლიოსსაერთაშორი
სოკონკურსებზე200ზემეტიჯილდომიიღეს.

https://www.worldsbestvineyards.com/list/51100
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Château Mukhrani awarded 58th position in the  
top 100 vineyards worldwide: a first for Georgia

Château Mukhrani has been honored by being named 
as the 58th best winery destination in the world, 
according to the World’s Best Vineyards 2021 annual 
ranking, besting many prestigious establishments 
across the globe. This is the first time a Georgian 
vineyard has made the list, which is compiled by 
an international panel of wine and wine-tourism 
experts. The assessment is based on the overall 
experience of visiting a vineyard, including a tour, 
wine tasting, ambience, food, staff, view, reputation, 
accessibility, and all the things that make a vineyard 
visit delightful and rewarding.

HIGHLIGHTING THE BEST

The World’s Best Vineyards is an annual listing that 
highlights the very best winery destinations in the 
world – the top places to taste terrific wines and learn 
about winemaking and grape-growing. Château 
Mukhrani is the first winery from Georgia to make the 
list, even out-ranking many famous wineries in the 
world’s best-loved wine regions, such as Napa Valley, 
Champagne, Bordeaux, and Piedmont.

A LIST FROM EXPERTS

The list is created based on nominations from nearly 
600 wine, travel, and wine- tourism experts from across 
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the globe. The 2021 list covered five continents and 18 
countries, with 17 new names, including legendary wineries 
in France, Italy, California, and now for the first time, Georgia, 
represented by Château Mukhrani.

The panel, representing different regions of the world, is 
made up of sommeliers, wine journalists, travel experts 
and lovers of wine who travel frequently, each of whom 
have seven votes. Participants are asked to use their votes 
to nominate the wineries they deem to offer the best 
experience for visitors, and that they would recommend 
to friends. 

CHÂTEAU MUKHRANI – PAST AND PRESENT GLORY 

The history of winemaking at Château Mukhrani started 
in 1878 with its first vintage. It was Prince Ivane Bagration, 
a descendant of the noble Bagrationi family, who, after 
returning from France where he learned the fine art of 
winemaking in the Bordeaux and Champagne regions, 
decided to introduce the concept of a château in Georgia. 
He implemented contemporary winemaking methods 
and started producing wonderful Georgian wines on the 
ancestral Mukhrani estate, which became a gathering 
place for a glittering crowd of Georgian and foreign elites. 

Today, Château Mukhrani, with its 19-century palace, 
restaurant, beautiful gardens, and lush vineyards, unites 

Georgian history with contemporary wine tourism and 
hospitality. 

The château, located in the Kartli region near Tbilisi, 
cultivates 102 hectares of Georgian and international 
grape varieties and practices organic viticulture. 
The wines created by natural fermentation perfectly 
express the individuality and authentic character of the 
Kartli terroir, which has resulted in Château Mukhrani 
wines winning more than 200 awards in international 
competitions worldwide.

https://www.worldsbestvineyards.com/list/51-100
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Oftentimes the Black Sea has been the arena of geopo-
litical discord of nations, that surround the shores of the 
Sea. Turkey and Russia have certainly played the most 
eminent role in the shaping of the margin. The two na-
tions spend most of their histories in unpleasant rivalry, 
and each conflict was in one way or another motivated 
by the prices and interests in and around the Black sea. 
Though leaders and powers have changed over time, 
those prices and interests are still remain. The Kremlin’s 
military interventions in Ukraine and Georgia implies 
that the control and dominance over the Black sea is still 
active and ongoing in the contemporary politics. 

Therefore, this article explores and analyzes the geopolitical 
significance of the Black Sea region and the role of Russia 
and Turkey in it. The paper will try to answer the following 
question: What makes the Black Sea region extremely skir-
mish? 

All littoral countries, even neighboring landlocked coun-
tries, rely on open access to the Black Sea for much of 
their imports and exports, thus the seemingly enclosed 
Black Sea connects and integrates nearby societies with 
the global community. Therefore, trade is the most com-
mon sea route. According to the Case study of the Ports 
evaluation in the Black sea (Bucur et al., 2018) there are at 
least 13 central maritime trading ports in the region, al-
though the single most strategic space is the Sea of   Mar-
mara, an inland sea to the south that lies entirely within 
Turkey’s borders. Beyond the Bosporus and the Darda-
nelles, the Sea of   Marmara connects the Black Sea with 
the Mediterranean (Map of Turkey, 2021). These valuable 
areas in the Sea of   Marmara are completely controlled 

by Ankara, and therefore any shift of power in the Black 
Sea region will immediately affect Turkey. The matter of 
the Turkish straits was resolved by the Montreux convec-
tion of 1936, which established strict mechanisms for the 
passage of naval warships. For instance, while merchant 
ships were guaranteed freedom of navigation, the pas-
sage of the military in terms of tonnage and length of 
stay was limited, even more so for fleets that are not local 
to the Black Sea (Art. 13 & 14 Montreux convection). The 
treaty also gives Ankara the legal right to restrict the pas-
sage of merchant and warships during an armed conflict 
(Art. 20 & 21 Montreux convection). However, the under-
standing of what constitutes an armed conflict is entirely 
up to Ankara, since they have complete sovereignty over 
the straits. Therefore, the Montreux convection provides 
Turkey with a legal level of protection in addition to its 
physical advantages in the Sea of   Marmara, they decide 
who enters and who leaves. This gives Ankara leverage 
against Russia for preserving someway trivial yet import-
ant stability around the Black Sea.

To the north-east of Black Sea is Russia, the most power-
ful power on the Black Sea. Despite its huge size, Russia 
does not have a year-round warm-water port with open 
access to the World Ocean. There are Russian ports be-
yond the Arctic Circle and in the Far East, but they require 
expansive icebreakers to keep the waterways navigable 
in winter (The Maritime Executive, 2016). The only year-
round shipping ports Russia has are located in the Black 
Sea, but they rely on Turkish straits to access the global 
community. Located between Russia and Ukraine, the Sea 
of   Azov connects to the Black Sea via the Kerch Strait, a 
narrow strait about three kilometers wide at its narrow-
est crossing point, where a recently built Russian bridge 
connects the Russian mainland to the Crimean peninsula 
(National Security and Defense of Ukraine, 2018). Overall, 
the Sea of   Azov and the Kerch Strait represent the soft un-
derbelly of the Russian Federation, so control over these 
assets is extremely important. Crimea is of such strategic 
importance that the Kremlin took the region by force from 
Ukraine and then annexed it in gross violation of interna-
tional law. When Russia controls Crimea, its soft underbel-
ly near the Sea of   Azov is safe, but in the event of a hostile 
force, Crimea can harass and interfere with the movement 
of the Russian military, perhaps even violating the state’s 
defenses. Therefore, the Ukrainian occupation, particularly 
the entire coastline of Ukraine, is highly significant for the 
Russian northern-Black Sea dominance.   

Russia and Turkey: Black sea Geopolitics
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The main contenders for dominance in the Black Sea are 
Russia and Turkey. Geographically, Turkey is the main le-
ver of influence on Russia, and even today tensions re-
main high. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, geopo-
litical real estate around the Black Sea was again in the 
spotlight. Ukraine’s independence in 1991 deprived Rus-
sia of much of its coastline, and the Euromaidan revolu-
tion in 2014 opened the door for further NATO expansion 
(Cotorcea & Nicolae, 2018). The presence of NATO forces 
near the Sea of   Azov was unacceptable to the Kremlin, 
thus the Russians forcibly annexed the Crimean peninsu-
la and supported separatist groups in eastern Ukraine to 
increase their influence over the Kiev government. Russia 
then proceeded to build a bridge across the Kerch Strait, 
only the bridge was deliberately built with low clearance 
to restrict the passage of large ships in the Sea of   Azov, 
all for safety reasons (Cotorcea & Nicolae, 2018). The 
stalemate in Ukraine remains risky, especially given the 
leverage on Turkey. If Russia continues to escalate further 
tensions on Ukrainian soil, NATO may decide to counter 
the Russians from the Black Sea, this pushes Turkey to act 
since NATO will call for a passageway through the Bospo-
rus. In such a scenario, Ankara will choose to support the 
Montreux agreement, which will certainly cause dissatis-
faction and hostility from Russia, though such action will 
demonstrate another large solidarity toward Ukraine.

Apart from Ukraine, there are also strategic properties 
in Georgia and Romania. In 2008, Russian troops invad-
ed Georgia, which at the time was considering joining 
NATO (Cotorcea & Nicolae, 2018). Russia, by analogy with 
Crimea, could not allow the presence of NATO in the 
Southern-Caucasus, especially near its southern-borders. 
Russia emerged victorious in this war, and gained access 
to new ports in Abkhazia along the Black Sea (Cotorcea 
& Nicolae, 2018). Consequently, this left Georgia with 
only two active ports and thus greatly reduced Geor-
gia’s chances of joining the NATO. Meanwhile, for Roma-
nia, the military presence of a strong Alliance within its 
borders is a guarantee of national security. The city of 
Constanta is also home to a major NATO air base, which 
serves as the headquarters for US forces in the Black Sea 
(McGrath, 2022). Therefore, making US presence in the 
region is also marginally significant. 

All things considered, nations surrounded by the Black 
Sea trade with each other, however, the level of trust is 
very fragile due to some grievances that have arisen in 
the past. Russia and Turkey have the most complex re-

lationship, competing and cooperating in different plac-
es and at different times. Russia’s recent escalation in 
Ukraine started a massive war on the European continent 
and this war of conquest will topple millions of lives. Rus-
sian Federation under no circumstances will give up its 
imperialist ambitions. The lack of a reliable warm water 
port has been the driving force behind Russian geopol-
itics for centuries and it will continue to shape country’s 
aggressive foreign policy.  Moscow wants free access to 
the Mediterranean, for which it needs to force Turkey to 
give genuine guarantees regarding the rite of passage. 
However, Russian-Turkish rivalry cannot be overthrown 
by force; in terms of the amount of naval power, neither 
Turkey nor Russia has superiority in the Black Sea (Cotor-
cea & Nicolae, 2018). The battle between them in the 
Black Sea battlespace is likely to end in a stalemate.

Consequently, the vying continues, and each side is vig-
orously trying to find a new angle, a new trump card to 
redefine the status quo, since on the geopolitical map 
the Black Sea is a space of mistrust, as it has always been.

Giorgi Bagdavadze
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GEOSILKROAD – Experience as a guarantee of quality and reliability
In 2017, the Georgian and Kuwaiti partners established the universal business consulting, investment company 
GEOSILKROAD, which main activities are business consulting, offering a diverse range of investment projects, 
presenting Georgia’s investment potential and attracting investments. The idea of   GEOSILKROAD, functioning as a 
global holding company, is based on a close union of differently thinking professionals, which is ensuring international 
cooperation at a global level, close business and economic development, and the implementation of joint projects 
by partners.

Based on many years of European experience, industry experts and qualified specialists of GEOSILKROAD provide 
legal, investment, financial, and accounting services to international companies. In addition, GEOSILKROAD 
subsidiaries cover a wide range of fields:

12 Baratashvili Str., 0108, Tbilisi, Georgia | Tel: (+995 32) 2477 344; (+995) 596 655 655 | E-mail: info@gsr.ge | Web: www.gsr.ge

ჯეოდიზაინ & ქონსთრაქშენ
GEODESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

GDC - provides issues related to architecture, construction, interior and exterior 
design or rehabilitation services. The company aims to take into account the 
wishes of the customer during the design process and at the same time ensure 
proper planning, both architecturally and constructively.

GEOSILK TRANSLATIONS - provides translation and editing services. The 
advantage of the company is the services of translators specialized in various 
fields, which provides translation of documents on various topics by professionals 
in the relevant fields. It should also be noted that GST has expanded its service 
area; now it offers different type of digital services as well.

ჯეორეიტინგ
GEORATING

GEORATINGisanappraisalcompanywhichmainactivityisrealestateappraisal.
Thecompanyalsoassistsclientsinresearchingbusinessentitiesandassigning
relevantratingstothem,instrictaccordancewithinternationalratingstandards.
Thecompanyisinvolvedinbuyingandselling,rentingandmortgaging,property
dividingandothersimilarprocesses.

ჯეოვიზიტ
GEOVISIT

GEOVISIT - offers interested people around the world to take part in business 
tours. MICE Tourism is a priority of the company. A group of professional and 
highly qualified specialists plans and carries out tourism activities, which 
includes the highest level of hospitality.

GEOCREATIVE - is positioning in the marketing field. Its main areas are: branding, 
graphic design, photo / video shooting, making models and dioramas, managing 
social networks, copywriting, event planning and organizing, programming and 
installation of smart devices.
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GEOSILKROAD – The path of constant development
GEOSILKROAD, which was founded in 2017 year, was fully focused on the international market. In the winter of 2020 
year, the spread of COVID-19 and the closure of borders posed important challenges to the Georgian economy, most 
of the companies including GEOSILKROAD. Despite the unforeseen problems, the holding managed to implement the 
anti-crisis plan and adapt to the new environment, which was accompanied by the implementation of new projects 
and modified strategies. 

Among the many successful projects implemented by the holding’s subsidiaries are complex, technological designs by 
Geodesign & Construction, which are related to designing existing bus depots and obtaining construction permissions, 
owned by Tbilisi Transport Company, in Tbilisi. Besides, within the framework of the program implemented by the Asian 
Development Bank in 2020-2021 negotiations were successful with Jiangsu Nantong Sanjian Construction Group Co., 
one of the largest construction companies in China. The legal department of GEOSILKROAD successfully registered 
the branch of this company Nantong Sanjian Georgia, which is currently building sports complexes in Zugdidi and 
Akhaltsikhe municipalities. A significant achievement is the successful completion of business negotiations with 
Unal Akpinar Construction Industry Tourism Mining and Trade, one of the leading construction holdings in Türkiye, 
within the framework of this company successfully enters the Georgian market with the involvement of qualified 
specialists of GEOSILKROAD Legal Department, and based on the relevant agreement, plans to implement one of the 
construction projects and the construction of a hydroelectric power plant. 

Development plan

GEOSILKROAD acknowledges, that in the process of 
peacebuilding, as well as in the process of establishing 
economic and business relations, young generation play 
an irreplaceable role, that is why the company constantly 
gives young people the opportunity to gain practical ex-
perience and get a job in a holding company. 

In addition, GEOSILKROAD aims to implement a project 
of national importance - “Educated young people for 
successful business”. The aim is to bring together young 
people from different ethnic origins in the region and to 
support and encourage them to start a common busi-
ness.

GEOSILKROAD’s priority is to develop electricity gener-
ation from renewable energy sources. To achieve this 
goal, together with the Turkish company ENDÜSTRİYEL 
ELEKTRİK ELEKTRONİK SAN. ve TİC. LTD. ŞTİ., and its rep-
resentation in Georgia - Green Energy Power, in the sec-
ond half of 2022 year, it is planned to build a solar power 
plant, with ten (10) MW of capacity and conduct relevant 
processes. 

For 2022-2023 year, GEOSILKROAD plans to establish a 
global translation network worldwide through its sub-
sidiary translation company Geosilk Translation, with-
in which the company’s representative offices will be 
opened in different cities of the world, successful trans-
lators and translation companies from around the world 
will also join the global network. 

An important direction is the international plans of 
Geodesign & Construction, a subsidiary of GEOSILKROAD, 
in the context of the spread of Covid 19, the company is 
in significant negotiations with international reputable 
design companies to implement joint projects. 

In this regard, GEOSILKROAD is actively negotiating with 
a number of foreign companies and trying to bring them 
to the Georgian market. During the operation of foreign 
companies in the Georgian market, the priority goal is to 
create a tourist infrastructure in the form of a network of 
hotels and various interesting restaurants.

David Tsirdava
Executive Director

Ali Amm Gholom
General Director
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„ᲓᲘᲝ“-Ს 26 ᲬᲔᲚᲘ 

ᲗᲥᲕᲔᲜᲡ ᲒᲕᲔᲠᲓᲘᲗ

კარფანჯრებისა და საჩრდილობელი სისტემების
მწარმოებელი კომპანია „დიო“ 26 წელია ქართულ
ბაზარზეოპერირებს.

ვერტიკალურიჟალუზებითდაწყებულიბიზნესიახ
ლაინტერიერისადაექსტერიერის70ზემეტიდასა
ხელებისპროდუქტს,3თანამედროვეტექნოლოგიე
ბითაღჭურვილსაწარმოს,4ფილიალსა (თბილისი,
თელავი,ქუთაისი,ბათუმი)დამთელსსაქართველო
შიფართოდწარმოდგენილსადილეროქსელსაერ
თიანებს.

„დიო“ს განვითარების ყველა ეტაპზე მნიშვნელო
ვანიიყოისეთიბიზნესმოდელისშექმნა,რომელიც
მაქსიმალურადერგებოდამომხმარებლისმომსახუ
რების მაღალ სტანდარტს; კორპორაციულ სოცია
ლურ პასუხისმგებლობას, ინოვაციების დანერგვას;
მომხმარებელთა, თანამშრომელთა და პარტნიორ
თანპასუხისმგებლიან,ლოიალურიურთიერთობებს.
სწორედ ეს ფაქტორები განაპირობებს კომპანია
„დიო“სსანდო,გამოცდილდალიდერბრენდადპო
ზიციონირებას.

კომპანიაში 80ზე მეტი დასახელების პროდუქციაა
და ამავდროულად მომხმარებელი მუდმივად განე
ბივრებულია ახალი, ინოვაციური და საჭირობებზე
მორგებულიპროდუქციისშეთავაზებებით.

„წლების განმავლობაში, საქმეს მაქსიმალური ძა
ლისხმევით ვაკეთებდით, რამაც წარმატებამდე
მიგვიყვანა. ჩვენს კომპანიაში ნებისმიერ თანამ
შრომელს რომ ჰკითხოთ, თუ როგორ გამოიყურება
წარმატებამათიპასუხიერთსულოვნადიქნებაიდენ
ტური:წარმატებააროდესაცჩვენსმიერდადებული
შედეგი არის უფრო მეტი ვიდრე მოლოდინი!.. ალ
ბათსწორედ ასეთმა შემართებამ, სიახლეებისადმი
მიმღებლობამ, ცვლილებებისადმი მზაობამ, თავ
დაუზოგავად შრომამ და შესაძლებლობების მაქსი
მალურად გამოვლენამ გვაქცია ბაზარზელიდერად
და ისეთ კომპანიად, რომელსაც მომხმარებელთან
წარმატებული ურთიერთობის 26 წლიანი ისტორია
აქვს.

მადლობა გვინდა გადავუხადოთ თითოეულ ჩვენს
დამკვეთს ამხელა ნდობისა და ერთგულებისთვის.
მათზე ზრუნვა ჩვენთვის მთავარი პრიორიტეტია.
სწორედგამოცდილებადა მუდმივად განვითარება
ზეზრუნვაგანაპირობებსიმას,რომმომხმარებელს

ტექნიკურად როგორი რთული შესასრულებელი
პროექტიც არ უნდა ჰქონდეს ყოველთვის პირველი
„დიო“ახსენდებადააქვსგანცდა,რომკომპანიაარ
ცერთვითარებაშიარშეუშინდებასირთულეებს,მი
სიშეკვეთაკიკვალიფიციურიგუნდისძალისხმევით
მაქსიმალურად ხარისხიანად, მოკლე დროში შეს
რულდება.

ჩვენყოველდღიურადვცდილობთკიდევუფროდავ
ხვეწოთ ჩვენი შეთავაზება, მოვუსმინოთ ჩვენს მა
ღალკვალიფიციურ, განათლებულ და გემოვნებიან
მომხმარებლის სურვილებს, განვვითარდეთ, ევრო
პულისტანდარტებისმომსახურებადა ახალი, ინო
ვაციურიპროდუქტებიმუდმივადშევთავაზოთ.“–აც
ხადებენკომპანია„დიო“ში.

კომპანიაში დღესდღეობით 200მდე თანამშრომე
ლია დასაქმებული, „დიო“ კი განსაკუთრებულად
ზრუნავს მათი კვალიფიკაციის პერიოდულ ამაღ
ლებასა და კიდევ უფრო მეტად ინფორმატიულო
ბაზე, ამიტომ ხშირად ერთვებიან გადამზადებითი
ტრენინგებსა თუ სხვადასხვა ღონისძიებებში, რაც
თანამშრომლებისა და მომხმარებლების ურთიერ
თკმაყოფილებისადაპროდუქტიული,წარმატებული
პარტნიორობისერთერთიგანმაპირობებელია.

„დიო“ ასევე გამოირჩევა CSR პროექტების განხორ
ციელებით.განსაკუთრებითყურადღებაექცევაისეთ
მიმართულებებს,როგორებიცაა:განათლებისმხარ
დაჭერა, მდგრად განვითარებაზე ორიენტირებული
პროექტები და სოციალური საწარმოების, ასოცია
ციებისმხარდაჭერა.

კომპანია არაერთხელ გახდა ადამიანების ბედნიე
რებისადაგულწრფელიღიმილისმიზეზი,ვინაიდან
„დიო“სერთერთპერმანენტულსაქმიანობასქველ
მოქმედება წარმოადგენს და შესაძლებლობების
ფარგლებშიმრავალჯერდაუდგამხარშიმათ,ვისაც
ესყველაზემეტადსჭირდებოდათ.

შეგახსენებთ, კომპანია „დიო“ მუდმივად ორიენ
ტირებულია სიახლეებსა და მომსახურების მაღალ
სტანდრატზე!..ვითარდებასწორიმიმართულებით,
სტაბილურადდადინამიურად.მისისამომავლოგეგ
მები საკმაოდ მასშტაბური და სიახლეებით სავსეა,
კომპანიაახალპროექტებსერთგულმომხმარებელს
მალეგაუზიარებს.
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www.gw-world.com

We are where you are.

Quality has a name – GW pro.line
The service you are looking for: 
smart bundling and reliable deliveries. 

• Cargo and groupage freight to Europe
• Fixed departures every second Friday from 

Gebrüder Weiss Tbilisi warehouse
• 6-7 days transit time to EU hub, deliveries 

within all EU countries
• Door-to-door delivery
• Goods under temperature control
      
Additional services:
• Pick-up within Georgia and Armenia 
• Storage at GW Tbilisi warehouse
• Preparation of goods for international 

transportation like packaging and palletizing 
on behalf of sender

• Export & import customs clearance

Where can we help you? 
Please contact sales.georgia@gw-world.com 
or T +995.32.271.00.11

Gebrüder Weiss – Your reliable partner 
for cargo and groupage freight to Europe



Georgia – Ukraine Business Association was established 
in July, 2021. Currently, our association unites more 
than 25 companies, who have agreed to join in order 
to strengthen the bond between two strategic partner 
countries.  

Georgia and Ukraine have a long history of friendship and 
cooperation. Both countries have gone through a very 
similar path since the Independence Day. The path, which 
was very difficult and even today is very rigid. As shown, 
price of independence is very expensive, nevertheless 
one thing is true, that no one can prevent the aspirations 
of Georgia and Ukraine for self-determination. Russian 
invasion in Ukraine today is an attempt by evil imperialism 
to suppress the free will of civilian population through 
war. But, like never before, the Ukrainian people have 
shown exemplary unity and bravery. 2022 has become 
a symbol of fight for independence and today, I strongly 
believe that Ukrainian people will successfully achieve 
victory against an enemy much larger in number.
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Georgian people have shown remarkable support and 
solidarity. We stand with our friends and pray for the 
war to soon end in favor of Ukraine. Once peace will be 
settled, We will use all of our efforts to support Georgian 
and Ukrainian companies to expand their opportunities 
of economic cooperation between our countries. Ukraine 
is one of the leading economic partners of Georgia and 
this positive tendency will continue to gradually increase 
in future. 

Andrii Kasianov - Charge d’affaires, Embassy of Ukraine 
Giorgi Chumburidze SG of GEORGIA-UKRAINE BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
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Building a sustainable tourism market between Georgia and Hungary

BSO partnership of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Pécs-Baranya (CCIPB) and the EU-Georgia Business 
Council (EUGBC) in Tourism Sector has been awarded grant by EUROCHAMBRES under EU4Business: Connecting 
Companies Project. 

EU4Business: Connecting Companies (EU4BCC) is a project managed by EUROCHAMBRES and funded under 
the EU4Business initiative of the European Union.  For more information about the project you can check the 
website: https://connectingcompanies.eu/

The EU4BCC project aims to support sustainable economic development and job creation in the EaP countries 
by helping SMEs to grow – especially by promoting increased trade, encouraging inward investment and fostering 
business links with companies in the EU.

The project title of the Hungarian-Georgian BSO partnership is “Building a sustainable tourism market between 
Georgia and Hungary”. 

The project aims to establish economic relations and establish the basis for a sustainable value chain model in the 
Tourism sector on a mutually advantageous basis between Georgian and Hungarian companies while presenting 
further partnering opportunities through the involvement of the local BSO activities and building relationships 
between the different actors in each participating region. 

Within the framework of the project EUGBC and CCIPB organized study visit of the Hungarian Delegation to Georgia 
covering Business Round Tables in Tbilisi and Telavi, as well as study visits to Chateau  Mukhrani, Tsinandali Wine 
Museum, Ghvadzelashvili’s Marani, Shumi Winery and Tourist Center, Twins Wine House in Napareuli, Fabrika hostel 
and Sarajishvili Factory.
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APM Terminals Poti celebrates 10th anniversary
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“As someone who has been at the foundations of EUGBC, I 
wholeheartedly congratulate Georgia’s niche European business 
association on this noteworthy anniversary. It is no coincidence 
that these 15 years coincide with the period of our country’s fast-
paced approximation with the EU, with key milestones reached by 
the Association/DCFTA Agreement and the visa-free regime with 
the Schengen zone. Throughout this process EUGBC has been at 
the forefront of Georgia’s effort to go back to its oldest European 
roots, be it by promoting bilateral trade and investment, helping 
Georgian exports find their way into the European markets, or 
voicing and advocating private businesses needs and concerns 
in Tbilisi and Brussels. I wish EUGBC continued success which 
is even more important at this juncture given our country’s 
declared ambition to become a well-deserved member of the big 
European family.” 

Nick Gvinadze, Managing Partner, Gvinadze & Partners, EUGBC Board Member

I wholeheartedly congratulate 
EUGBC and all of its members 
with the 15th anniversary of 
establishment of this great 
organization. It has been a long 
ride with its ups and downs and 
as we come to this milestone, let 
us all look into the future with 
a great hope and readiness to 
move forward our country and 
EUGBC! Many more years to 
come! 

Lasha Gogiberidze, Senior Partner, BGI Legal, EUGBC Board Member
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Electricity generation is 
the leading source of 
industrial air pollution 
in the world. Most 

of our electricity comes from 
coal, nuclear, and other non-
renewable power plants. 
Producing energy from these 
resources takes a severe toll on 
nature, our environment and 
pollutes our air, water, and soil.

Renewable energies are sources 
of clean, inexhaustible, and 
increasingly competitive energy. 
They differ from fossil fuels 
principally in their diversity, 
abundance, and potential for use 
anywhere on the planet. Still, 
above all, they produce neither 
greenhouse gases—which cause 
global warming—nor polluting 
emissions. Their costs are also 
falling at a sustainable rate, 
whereas the general cost trend 
for fossil fuels is the opposite 
despite their present volatility.

With renewable energy 
booming and governments and 
corporations worldwide pledging 
for a greener future, it would be 
sensible to invest in renewable 
energy solutions. AE Solar is 
one of the world’s most admired 
renewable energy companies to 
help you with your renewable 
energy needs. AE Solar is 
a Germany-based, award-
winning brand in the renewable 
energy industry, providing 
high-quality new renewable 
energy products and services 
since 2003. The company is a 
key component supplier and 
project developer in solar-based 
renewable energy solutions. 
AE Solar is synonymous with 
high-performing, top-quality 
photovoltaic modules and has 
specialized in PV technology 
innovation, application, and 
system development.

Following excerpts 
are taken from 
the conversation 
with Dr. Alexander 
Maier, CEO of AE 
Solar

How is AE Solar unique 
in every way? 

Primarily, the highest quality 

of our products is our core 
advantage, that we have offered 
to the customers for years. 
We have worked on product 
improvement since the day of 
establishment. We worked hard 
to increase the performance 
warranty length from 12 to 15 
years, a marvelous achievement 
for solar energy companies.

Our innovative technology 
is remarkable - NFC chips 
remain one of the most relevant 
innovations AE Solar offers 
its customers, partners, and 
distributors.

AE Solar’s NFC chips and the 
app will ensure that partners 
and customers receive the 
original product quality, 
warranty, and guarantee. 
Another great advantage is 
that end customers can also 
interact with AE Solar, share 
their requests, and get 
feedback from professionals. 

Another exclusive product 
we offer to our customers is 
Hot-Spot Free PV Modules. 
Extremely durable and resistant 
to harsh environmental 
conditions, including high 
ammonia, salt mist, sand, 
dust, and potential-induced 
degradation as per various 
industry-standard tests such as 

The visionary, leading AE Solar to 
the heights of renewable solar energy 
solutions

Dr. Alexander Maier is the founder and CEO of AE Solar. 
Dr. Maier and his brothers founded AE solar in 2003 in 
Königsbrunn, Germany, as a family-owned PV systems 
installation company.

Tier1 manufacturer of high-
quality solar panels—AE Solar

Dr. Alexander Maier
Founder & CEO

the IEC and CE. Unlike standard PV 
modules, which have one bypass 
diode per every 20-24 solar cells, 
the AE Solar smart shading resistant 
hot-spot-free module includes one 
bypass diode per every individual 
solar cell, making it more adaptable 
in terms of the percentage, shape, 
and directions of different shading 
conditions.

How are you driven by both 
innovations in technology 
and effective brand strategy?

Effective branding comes easy 
when the company allows it. We 
do not worry about what and how 
to pack because our products and 
services speak for the company. 
Our results are visible in more 
than 95 countries.

When you receive Solar Future 
Awards, when you become a 
reliable brand in Planet Category for 
its solution to halt solar industry-
related global piracy, when your 
modules operate safely for at least 
30 years (performance warranty) 
and a product warranty is 15 years, 
it creates the brand strategy itself, 
and our global marketing team is 
working on the rest (and I think 
they are doing great).

Our favorite bear, Albert, also talks 
about our brand identity. He fills 
memorable moments with fun and 
laughter. AE Solar’s mascot has a 
significant storyline. Born and raised 
in Greenland, he was forced to leave 
his beautiful homeland to save the 
planet. Together we visit different 
countries and cities to acknowledge 
people about the worst future of the 
Earth - Climate Change.

The most important is that AE 
Solar’s core values are essential for 
our international team. We all share 

the same vision: A superior eco-
friendly, riskless clean approach and 
safe energy source across the globe.

What could be the 
characteristics of a 
successful company?

A successful business uses human 
capital, financial assets, and 
inventory and operates effectively 
while at the same time staying 
environmentally sustainable.

First and foremost: Trust. AE Solar 
was founded in 2003. After that, our 
primary goal has been to develop 
solar energy around the world 
by top expertise in PV and serve 
our clients with cost-effective and 
efficient high-quality European 
products. Those values gain trust!

The second and also essential 
point that determines success is 
innovation. We are pioneering 
innovative solutions for the entire 
solar industry. A company that does 
not stop and constantly searches for 
innovation will always succeed. AE 
Solar’s innovations have received 
numerous world-class awards and 
continue to amaze the world.

What are your success 
habits?

• Take challenges
• Transfer challenges into 

opportunities
• Listen and learn from loved 

ones
• Have an aim to achieve
• Do or die

How do you push through 
your worst times?

There are many ups and downs on 
every path. I always remember the 

main thing – that each challenge is 
an opportunity. Every breakdown 
is a chance to learn about yourself, 
improve your skills and strengthen 
emotional intelligence.

Self-confidence (and definitely not 
an overestimation of one’s ego) is an 
essential leadership characteristic.

Being vulnerable is not something 
you have to be ashamed of. Vice 
versa, it sometimes speaks about 
authenticity. You always have to 
know what makes you alive and 
keeps you going. 

What exactly pushes me to stand 
up? Being myself always, in every 
situation, being honest to myself, 
my team, and being able to show 
my humanity.

What leadership qualities 
should every leader have?

A good leader must have a firm 
idea of where to go, how to reach 
the destination, and what their 
success looks like. A good leader 
clearly and passionately articulates 
vision and mission. They always 
have to ensure that the team 
understands how each individual’s 
effort and contribution matter to 
reaching higher-level goals. 

Good leaders know the price of 
credibility and respect the opinion 
of others. 

The ability to make quick and 
tough decisions with limited 
information is critical. Great leaders 
take responsibility for their actions 
and understand the meaning of 
each and every step. A leader 
always gives the team stimulus, 
inspiration, motivation, and 
reason to believe in the company, 
product. Or service. 

“AE Solar is one of the leading brands in the renewable energy industry, providing
high-quality new clean energy products and services since 2003”



the IEC and CE. Unlike standard PV 
modules, which have one bypass 
diode per every 20-24 solar cells, 
the AE Solar smart shading resistant 
hot-spot-free module includes one 
bypass diode per every individual 
solar cell, making it more adaptable 
in terms of the percentage, shape, 
and directions of different shading 
conditions.

How are you driven by both 
innovations in technology 
and effective brand strategy?

Effective branding comes easy 
when the company allows it. We 
do not worry about what and how 
to pack because our products and 
services speak for the company. 
Our results are visible in more 
than 95 countries.

When you receive Solar Future 
Awards, when you become a 
reliable brand in Planet Category for 
its solution to halt solar industry-
related global piracy, when your 
modules operate safely for at least 
30 years (performance warranty) 
and a product warranty is 15 years, 
it creates the brand strategy itself, 
and our global marketing team is 
working on the rest (and I think 
they are doing great).

Our favorite bear, Albert, also talks 
about our brand identity. He fills 
memorable moments with fun and 
laughter. AE Solar’s mascot has a 
significant storyline. Born and raised 
in Greenland, he was forced to leave 
his beautiful homeland to save the 
planet. Together we visit different 
countries and cities to acknowledge 
people about the worst future of the 
Earth - Climate Change.

The most important is that AE 
Solar’s core values are essential for 
our international team. We all share 

the same vision: A superior eco-
friendly, riskless clean approach and 
safe energy source across the globe.

What could be the 
characteristics of a 
successful company?

A successful business uses human 
capital, financial assets, and 
inventory and operates effectively 
while at the same time staying 
environmentally sustainable.

First and foremost: Trust. AE Solar 
was founded in 2003. After that, our 
primary goal has been to develop 
solar energy around the world 
by top expertise in PV and serve 
our clients with cost-effective and 
efficient high-quality European 
products. Those values gain trust!

The second and also essential 
point that determines success is 
innovation. We are pioneering 
innovative solutions for the entire 
solar industry. A company that does 
not stop and constantly searches for 
innovation will always succeed. AE 
Solar’s innovations have received 
numerous world-class awards and 
continue to amaze the world.

What are your success 
habits?

• Take challenges
• Transfer challenges into 

opportunities
• Listen and learn from loved 

ones
• Have an aim to achieve
• Do or die

How do you push through 
your worst times?

There are many ups and downs on 
every path. I always remember the 

main thing – that each challenge is 
an opportunity. Every breakdown 
is a chance to learn about yourself, 
improve your skills and strengthen 
emotional intelligence.

Self-confidence (and definitely not 
an overestimation of one’s ego) is an 
essential leadership characteristic.

Being vulnerable is not something 
you have to be ashamed of. Vice 
versa, it sometimes speaks about 
authenticity. You always have to 
know what makes you alive and 
keeps you going. 

What exactly pushes me to stand 
up? Being myself always, in every 
situation, being honest to myself, 
my team, and being able to show 
my humanity.

What leadership qualities 
should every leader have?

A good leader must have a firm 
idea of where to go, how to reach 
the destination, and what their 
success looks like. A good leader 
clearly and passionately articulates 
vision and mission. They always 
have to ensure that the team 
understands how each individual’s 
effort and contribution matter to 
reaching higher-level goals. 

Good leaders know the price of 
credibility and respect the opinion 
of others. 

The ability to make quick and 
tough decisions with limited 
information is critical. Great leaders 
take responsibility for their actions 
and understand the meaning of 
each and every step. A leader 
always gives the team stimulus, 
inspiration, motivation, and 
reason to believe in the company, 
product. Or service. 

“AE Solar is one of the leading brands in the renewable energy industry, providing 
high-quality new clean energy products and services since 2003”
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BDO’s two nominations and one win at  
Meliora 2020 Responsible Business Awards
BDO is the winner of Meliora 2020, Georgia’s Responsible Business Awards in the category of Supporting Employees 
during Covid-19 Pandemic, large firm.

This year’s event was dedicated specifically to recognizing corporate social responsibility projects and initiatives 
aimed at Covid-19 relief and support to business and communities.

BDO presented projects in two categories this year: Supporting Employees and Supporting SMEs and Most Suffered 
Sectors. Both projects were nominated for the award.

The winning project “Navigating the new reality - BDO’s virtual office” was all about ensuring safe, comfortable, stress-
free work environment for BDO people, and by extension their families, to keep them healthy and financially stable. 
The project aimed to boost the sense of togetherness, ensure constant flow of valuable information during the social 
distancing and help people overcome the shock of severe lockdowns and inevitable stress.

In the category Supporting SMEs and Most Suffered Industries BDO presented global RETHINK model, together 
with the crises response hub, thus collectively demonstrating BDO’s exceptional effort in supporting businesses and 
community through quality information and resources. Both Rethink and crisis response hub are based on BDO’s 
global initiatives directed strategically towards helping businesses and people through the phases of reacting to the 
pandemic, resilience and succeeding in the new reality.

This year the Center for Strategic Research and Development of Georgia (CSRDG) conducted the annual Corporate 
Social Responsibility Excellence Contest - Responsible Business Awards “Meliora” for the third time, with the support of 
European Union for Georgia and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung. The independent jury consisting of the leading Georgian 
and international experts in the field of corporate social responsibility and its separate areas evaluated nominations 
against the comprehensive scoring guide and evaluation criteria. The Jury members represented international 
organizations, civil society organizations, and Academia, that ensured high credibility of the evaluation process.

15 years of working tirelessly 
for the good of business and 
community, championing the 
right values - it is the path worth 
celebrating indeed. 

Wishing you many more years 
of unparalleled success and 
prosperity. Congratulations 
on this special day. Happy 
anniversary EUGBC!

Zurab Lalazashvili 
Managing Partner, BDO
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BDO ᲞᲐᲡᲣᲮᲘᲡᲛᲒᲔᲑᲔᲚᲘ ᲑᲘᲖᲜᲔᲡᲘᲡ ᲙᲝᲜᲙᲣᲠᲡᲘᲡ  

MELIORA 2020-ᲘᲡ ᲝᲠᲒᲖᲘᲡ ᲜᲝᲛᲘᲜᲐᲜᲢᲘ ᲓᲐ ᲒᲐᲛᲐᲠᲯᲕᲔᲑᲣᲚᲘᲐ

BDOსტრატეგიულიკვლევებისადაგანვითარებისცენტრისმიერჩატარებულისაქართველოსპასუხისმგებელიბიზნესის
კონკურსის“Meliora2020”ისგამარჯვებულიმსხვილიკომპანიაანომინაციაში„თანამშრომელთამხარდაჭერაCovidპან
დემიისპერიოდში“.

წლევანდელიკონკურსიგანსხვავებულიფორმატითჩატარდადაკომპანიებიდაჯილდოვდნენიმპროექტებისათუინი
ციატივებისთვის,რომლებიცმათთავიანთიკორპორაციულისოციალურიპასუხისმგებლობის(CSR)ფარგლებშიCovidპან
დემიასთანსაბრძოლველადგანახორციელეს.

BDOმსაკონკურსოპროექტიორკატეგორიაშიწარადგინა:„თანამშრომელთამხარდაჭერა“და„მცირებიზნესისდადაზა
რალებულისექტორებისმხარდაჭერა“.ორივეპროექტმამიიპყროჟიურისყურადღებადაწარდგენილიქნანომინაციებზე.

კატეგორიაში„თანამშრომელთამხარდაჭერა“კომპანიამწარადგინაპროექტი:„ლავირებაახალრეალობაშიBDOსვირ
ტუალურიოფისი“,რომელმაცპანდემიისფარგლებში,BDOსსაშუალებამისცაშეექმნაჯანსაღი,კომფორტული,სტრე
სისგანთავისუფალისამუშაოგარემო,სადაცუზრუნველყოფილიიყოთანამშრომლებისჯანმრთელობადაფინანსური
სტაბილურობა.პროექტიმიზნადისახავდასამუშაოპროცესისგამარტივებას,საერთოკორპორატიულიგარემოსდისტან
ციურრეჟიმშიუზრუნველყოფას,თანამშრომლებისთვისკომუნიკაციისერთიანიარხისარსებობასადასამუშაოპროცესის
ამვირტუალურგარემოშიგადმოტანასისე,რომნაკლებადსტრესულიდამტკივნეულიყოფილიყოთანამშრომლების
თვის.

კატეგორიაში„მცირებიზნესისდადაზარალებულისექტორებისმხარდაჭერა“კომპანიასწარდგენილიჰქონდასაქართვე
ლოსბაზრისთვისადაპტირებულიRethinkისმოდელიმთავარიბირთვისსახითდაკრიზისზერეაგირებისსპეციალური
ჰაბი,სადაცთავსიყრისBDOსმიერბიზნესისდასაზოგადოებისმხარდაჭერისპროექტებიდარესურსები.პროექტსსა
ფუძვლადBDOსგლობალურიინიციატივებიუდევს,რომელიცმიმართულიიყობიზნესისსტრატეგიულიმხარდაჭერის
კენდადახმარებისკენკრიზისზერეაგირების,მდგრადობისადაახალრეალობაშიგარდასახვისგზაზე.

კორპორაციული სოციალური პასუხისმგებლობის საუკეთესო ინიციატივების საქართველოს პასუხისმგებელი ბიზნესის
კონკურსიMelioraწელსმესამედჩატარდასაქართველოსსტრატეგიულიკვლევებისადაგანვითარებისცენტრის(CSRDG),
ევროკავშირისადაკონრადადენაუერისფონდისმხარდაჭერით.კონკურსზეწარდგენილპროექტებსაფასებდადამოუკი
დებელიჟიური(გარეშემფასებელთაჯგუფი),რომლისწევრებიწარმოადგენდნენსაერთაშორისოდაადგილობრივსა
ზოგადოებრივორგანიზაციებსადასამეცნიეროწრეებსდამოწვეულიიყვნენმიუკერძოებლობის,ცოდნისადაგამოცდი
ლებისგამო.
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You’ve been practicing law since 1998; this means you’ve been an active lawyer for almost a quarter of a century. 
Tell us about your path taken.  

I joined GCG as paralegal in June 1998, when I was still in law school. GCG – then by far the most dominant law firm in 
Georgia – soon became affiliated with Andersen Legal, the legal arm of the global giant. In 2002, with the demise of 
Andersen, GCG was acquired by Ernst & Young, which however, soon decided to exit legal services market. It was then, 
in early 2005 that core of our team decided to continue practicing law and assisting clients worldwide by setting up 
BGI. Since 2005 BGI has continued its proud tradition of leading the market. We have been top ranked in every service 
area by every international legal directory that covers our region. I am proud to say that we have travelled this path 
with our team, which takes its roots back in the 1990s and which has since been enriched by the brightest legal talents 
in our country. The path was difficult, but challenging and interesting at the same time, going through ups and downs 
along with Georgian political and economic situation.  

You hold two master of law degrees, one from Central European University and one from New York University. The 
latter one is a particularly interesting story. Why did you decide to do this after almost 20 years as a practicing 
lawyer? How was the enrolment process? Were the courses difficult?  

My first masters came soon after getting my undergraduate law degree from Tbilisi State University. After working 
with international clients for 20 years and growing along with the evolving challenges of the market, however, I came 
to a conclusion that more was needed to stay ahead of the pack. We frequently work with documents governed by 
foreign laws. In case of complex transactions, it is quite important to fully grasp the international context, not just 
risks stemming from Georgian law. Therefore, I decided to apply for Masters programs at NYU and Berkley. I was 
pleasantly surprised to get admission from both of these universities, along with scholarships. Making a decision on 
where I wanted to continue my studies was difficult. In the end I chose NYU, as I have been in love with the big apple 
for quite some time and living there as a student would be yet another adventure for me, even more so because I 
took my 12-year-old daughter with me to NYC. Attending classes, studying and finding time for my daughter was as 
challenging as it can get, but by now I was already an experienced lawyer and weathered the storm well. 

Generally speaking, how would you distinguish studying law here in Georgia and elsewhere we you attended 
universities? Would you recommend young lawyers taking your path?  

I would definitely recommend young lawyers to find ways to study abroad, especially in the US and UK. Learning 
to work with big corporations and small businesses, assisting clients in a commercially sensible way, gaining an 
unparalleled multicultural experience in negotiations – this is something one cannot get a in a local school, no 
matter how good. Plus, with all due respect to Georgian educational system, one year at NYU could give you more 
than several years in a top Georgian university. The courses offered and subjects taught are practical and needed to 
succeed in a modern fast-paced global economy. You can pursue your interests in clinics, attend workshops, seminars, 
engage in challenging discussions with professors and fellow students. The lectures are engaging and interesting. 
Overall, the year in NYU was rewarding in all respects even for someone like me, who was an experienced attorney 
before leaving for New York. 

A particularly amazing point of your carrier must have been taking a bar test at New York. Tell us about your 
experience. Is it really as difficult as people say?  

At first, I didn’t believe that it was as difficult as people described, but the amount of information you have read and 
digest is unbelievable. I took only two months off from work to study and by week two I realized two months were 
not enough. It was already too late though, so I studied for 10-12 hours per day. Needless to say, it was exhausting, 
but passing the test was one of the most rewarding experiences in my life – a life not at all poor with experiences and 
achievements, a life of a single mom with three amazing kids.

Interview with Tamara Tevdoradze 
BGI Legal Partner
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And now, you’ve been promoted into partnership at your firm. Tell us what does being a partner entail? Is it 
difficult being a lawyer and a partner at a law firm in Georgia these days?   

I would say that it is more interesting than difficult. You get to engage more with the clients, network, build relations. I 
feel honored to be a partner in BGI Legal. With all modesty aside, I do consider it to be the best law firm on the market 
with the most experienced, solution oriented and business minded team on board.

As a woman and a leader in your field, what do you have to say to your aspiring lawyers that are now studying law 
in various universities.  

I would tell them to always set high goals for themselves and never stop working towards them. The profession of 
a lawyer can be as rewarding as you make it. You need to set your mind on your goal and strive towards it despite 
various social, economic, gender-based or other impediments. There may be some bumps in the road and at times, it 
may seem that it’s not worth it. But believe me, it is! Don’t let anyone or anything keep you from living your dreams. 
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AVB Ltd is the leading pro A/V, Broadcasting, Lighting and 
security systems distributor and system Integrator Company 
in Georgia. AVB offers an extensive portfolio of innovative, 
high-quality products, turnkey solutions, services and sys-
tems, featuring intelligent functionality and modular con-
cepts that grow with your requirements. Founded in 2007 AVB 
is a fast growing company. Our strategy is to build long-term 
collaborations with our customers and partners. With their 
due support and our strong promotional strategy and efforts, 
we aim to maximize the potential of our business. We contin-
ue to develop and implement outstanding and trendsetting 
products, and to build impressive projects all over the region. 
Customers, suppliers and international vendors consider AVB 
as a professional, high reputed, reliable and flexible partner. 
AVB represents a large number of well-known leading inter-
national companies in Georgia.

Backed by a decade of experience and high professional stan-
dards of our partners and team members, we can meet the 
needs and expectations of our customers quickly and flexibly. 
Along with equipment distribution and providing solutions, 
company delivers professional project design, consulting, in-
stallation, supervising, aftersales support, maintenance and 
various other services. 

Here at AVB we understand the importance of working closely 
with our clients to help them meet their exact needs.

AVB team firmly believes in individual approach to every proj-
ect that we do, no matter large or small, to achieve the best 
possible results.
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GEORGIA TO HOST THE ANNUAL ‘WOMEN IN WINE EXPO’ TAKING PLACE FROM MAY 
4-6 IN GEORGIA’S KAKHETI REGION. 

Georgia will host the annual Women in Wine Expo, an inter-
national event featuring more than 70 women wine profes-
sionals from around the world who will gather to share their 
unique stories, exchange ideas and taste some innovative 
wines. International participants come from South-Africa, 
the US, the UK, The Netherlands, Sweden, Germany, Poland, 
Hungary, Turkey, Armenia, Russia and Kazakhstan. 

In partnership with the Georgian National Tourism Admin-
istration and the support of Deutsche Gesellschaft für Inter-
nationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), the Women in Wine Expo 
has been established as a truly gender-related event with 
its main purpose to promote women in the wine industry, 
improve wine education for women and create awareness 
about gender equality throughout the industry. Continuing 
the success of the inaugural Women in Wine Expo in 2019 
in Rotterdam The Hague and Brussels, the organizers aspire 
to host a world-class wine celebration each year that shines 
the spotlight on the elegance and diversity of women wine-
makers from all over the world. The events will take place 
at Château Buera at Lopota Lake Resort & Spa, a hub for 
wine-lovers, preserving the ancient traditions of Georgian 
wine production. 

For more information about the Women in Wine expo, visit www.womeninwineexpo.com
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Adjara Group Holding is a leading Georgian company, which operates as a decentralized corporate structure uniting three 
directions - hospitality (Adjara Group Hospitality), development (Collective Development), and agriculture (Udabno). 

For more than ten years, Adjara Group has contributed significantly to Georgia’s economic development by imple-
menting various investment projects. The company has gained worldwide recognition for creating and managing 
award-winning hotels, multifunctional spaces, and signature farm-to-table restaurants and bars. From 2010 to date, 
Adjara Group has invested up to $130 million in Georgia, thus creating unique, multifunctional spaces through inno-
vative approaches and employing thousands of people.

Ecosystems have been growing organically around each of Adjara Group’s enterprises, which stand out for their 
trend-setting design and architecture. The company’s every project promotes creative industries of Georgia and 
strengthens the country’s creative economy. 

Considering the latest global developments, the last two years were full of challenges and unforeseen developments 
for Adjara Group and all businesses around the world. However, this company dedicated this time to generating new 
ideas, and, consequently, Adjara Group has laid the foundation for implementing several large projects in 2021.

This year, the company put more emphasis on regional development and has expanded to new destinations in the 
country. Based on the principles of circular economy, Adjara Group is now developing projects in different districts 
of Tbilisi, as well as in Batumi, Rustavi, Kutaisi, Abastumani, and Kakheti. In total, Adjara Group will invest $55 million 
over the next 2-3 years and employ an additional 1,500 people.

Adjara Group is a member of the United Nations Global Compact and a signatory to the UN Women’s Empowerment 
Principles (WEPs). With a human-centered approach, the company has created an inclusive and diverse environment 
where employees have full support for their professional growth, skills advancement and well-being. As a result, In 
2021, Adjara Group was recognized as the Best Employer of the Year by the State Employment Agency and received 
the UN Global Compact’s Corporate Responsibility Award in Gender Equality. Moreover, Adjara Group received a 
Grand Prix of the Annual TBC Business Award 2021 for contributing to Georgia’s economic development. 
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The economic stability of any country is, naturally, dependent on the evolution of various fields. Construction sector 
is  one of them, and it plays an important role in the aforementioned process. The evolution of this particular field 
requires investitions that  will  have  long-term results.

We began operating in Georgia in 2021. We have already invested more than 5 Million US dollars. In the next 3 years, 
we plan to invest an additional 100 Million US dollars in the Georgian construction sector.

The ease of business-making, geographical location, an environment that is free of corruption, liberal tax politics and 
effective justice system

– these are the criteria that influenced our decision and interest in Georgia.

It has to be mentioned that the largest sum  of  annual  foreign investitions in the country are directed towards the 
construction sector.

Due  to  the  crisis  that  followed  the spread of COVID-19, there were new, unforeseen challenges in the sector. At times 
like this, the initiation and execution of the governmental assistance program for the construction sector by the Geor-
gian government was admirable. This type of assistance was vital for the ensurement of financial resources of the sector.

Our work mainly concerns civil and industrial types of construction and encompasses the full specter of these fields. 
Our goal is to obtain an important place on the Georgian real estate market, which is achievable thanks to high levels 
of professionalism, innovative methods and strict quality politics.

The biggest challenge of this business must be mentioned – 80% of construction is concentrated within Tbilisi and 
Batumi. We plan to expand our work by executing important projects in different regions of the country, which will 
bring attention to these regions.

We hope that we can take part in the economic progress of the construction sector as well as that of the country at 
large. We would like to collaborate with companies that are connected with this specific sector, as well as ones that 
are not limited to it.

Mr. Said Mohamed Salah Abdelrahman Ahmed, Founding Partner

Golden Tower Group
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Elixir for Disinfection; 

Elixir for Agronomy; 

Elixir for Veterinary Use. 

Elixir produces products for 3 sectors:

Elixir Global has been awarded an EU Bio Certificate, confirming compliance with

EU bio product regulations and compatible for use in organic farming.

ELIXIR GLOBAL
Elixir is an ecologically clean and bio-product made using European technology,

exported to various countries around the world, helping to promote Georgian bio

products on a global scale.

Elixir’s hand sanitiser and disinfectant have shown to effectively destroy Corona

virus, protecting the public during this pandemic. Our Coronavirus-eradicating

formula has been proven effective by accredited German laboratory, HygCen.

Elixir products target and  destroy harmful microorganisms (bacteria, fungi, yeasts

and viruses) to protect humans, plants and animals. The products designed for the

sectors of agronomy and veterinary promote healthy growth of plants and animals,

increasing yield and preventing the emergence of diseases. 
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www.elixir.globalinfo@elixir.global+995 322 033 339
264 Omar Khizanishvili 
street, 0167 Tbilisi,Georgia

In April 2021, Marina MacLaren was appointed Director of Elixir Global LLC. As a

UK citizen, she is bringing international experience to the company which is adding

to the export potential of Elixir Global. Marina has a background in politics,

specialising in Eastern European relations. Under her direction, we are excited to

see the company and staff grow and diversify further current practices.

"I believe that Elixir Global
products represent the
modernisation of the
industry - protecting
consumers without posing
any threat to humans,
animals or the environment.
I am proud to be leading this
company and see it succeed
on a global scale."

M A R I N A  M A C L A R E N
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Gino Holding is a company operating in Georgia and Slovakia, with more than 500 employees. With a long history 
and experience it has transformed visions and ideas into realities. Gino Holding provides a broad of services related 
to large scale projects in the field of leisure, hospitality, construction and hotels management, food and beverage.  

Holding has several ongoing constructions as in Tbilisi, the capital of Georgia, also in Beshenova.

One of the exquisite projects of the company, is development project in Georgia – Gino Green City. The total amount 
investments will about EUR 700 million. Now company launches construction process of Apart-hotels in both 

countries, with an elegant design and European quality. 

Investor and founder of the company is an antreprenor Dr. Nodar Giorgadze. Who is the largest Slovakian investor in 
Georgia, as well largest Georgian investor in Slovakia. 

Holding is proud of operating the largest water park in Caucasus, Gino Paradise with investments more than EUR 
35 million. Gino paradise offers various types of pools for maximum relaxation and unforgettable experience. Each 

of every guest will find space they want to. With its high quality services and facilities the brand promises and 
guarantees recharging with pleasant emotions. 
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რომელიჯიშისგანმზადდებაღვინო:ჟღია,საფერავი,რქაწითელი,კახურიმწვანე(ამეტაპზე,ვგეგმავთძველიქართული
ჯიშებისაღდგენას,რაცუკვესაწყისეტაპზეა).

მევარგიორგიღვარძელაშვილი,პროფესიითარვარმეღვინე,მეღვინეობაალბათუფროგენეტიკამგანაპირობა,ვცოხ
ვრობდითბილისში,მაგრამდავუბრუნდიმამაპაპისეულმიწას,თელავისმუნიციპალიტეტში,სოფელკონდოლში.ისტო
რიულისოფელია,ერეკლემეორეხშირისტუმარიიყოჩვენისოფლისადგილმამულების.

2014წელსდავიწყეესსაქმიანობა,ჩემიპაპის,შაქროპაპისდანაბარებიავასრულე.მისინაქონიქვევრიცკიმაქვსრელიქვიად
ეზოშიმიდგასდასტუმრებსროცავეუბნები,რომპაპისდანატოვარიათქომათისახეებიუნდანახოთ...პირველად800ბოთ
ლიჩამოვასხიდაჩემიგვარიცმაშინგამოჩნდაასპარეზზე.ახლა5000ბოთლამდევარასული.ბევრიჯილდოდამოწონება
აქვსჩემსღვინოებს.მაქვსიშვიათიჯიშისყურძნები.ჟღია,რომელსაცსაქართველოშიმხოლოდ4მეღვინევაწარმოებთ.ვარ
ასოციაცია„ბუნებრივიღვინის“წევრი,ვაწარმოებბიოლოგიურადსუფთაქვევრისღვინოს.არგამოვიყენებჰერბციდებსდა
პესტიციდებსყურძნისმოვლაში.

ჩემსგვარშიპირველიმევარვინცასეთიმასშტაბურიმარანიააშენა,თუარჩავთვლითშაქროპაპასორქვევრიანმარანს.

2018წლიდანტურიზმშიცჩავერთე.მსიამოვნებსადამიანისკარგგანწყობაზედაყენება.ამაშიხელსმიწყობსჩემიგარე
მოდაღვინო.ჩემთანმოსულისტუმარიყოველთვისსაუცხოოგანწყობაზეადაწასვლააღარუნდა.არიანისეთებიც,ვინც
მეგობრებისრეკომენდაციითმოდიან.სასიამოვნოაროცაგეუბნებიან,თქვენთანჩემიმეგობარიიყოდამეცმანმირჩიაო.
ანღვინომოსწონებიათბარშიდაღვინოსგამოყოლიანდაბევრისხვა...

მარანში,გაგიკვირდებათდაყველაფერიჩემისაკუთარიხელითმაქვსგაკეთებული.

რომარაჩემიოჯახი,მეუღლედაშვილებივერაფერსგავხდებოდი.ჩვენგვაქვსსაათივითაწყობილისაქმეები.ჩვენიხე
ლითვწურავთ,ვასხამთბოთლშიდაეტიკეტსაცკიხელითვადევბთ.ჩვენიმიზანიახარისხიდაარარაოდენობა.ღვინოს
ვაწარმოებთძველიქართულიწესით,ჩვენიწინაპრებისმსგავსადსრულჭაჭაკლერტზე.ღვინისგაფილტვრახდებაბუ
ნებრივად.

ჩემისტუმრებიარიან,როგორცადგილობრივებიისეუცხოელიტურისტები.შარშანავტობუსიავტობუსზემოდიოდა.მიხარია,
რომთითქმისყველაქვეყანასგავაცანიჩემიკონდოლიდაარა„ლონდონი“,ასევეხუმრებიჩემსუცხოელსტუმრებს.

Email:LukaGH23@gmail.com; g.ghvardzelashvili@gmail.com; Tel: 577122937/555104110  
თელავის მუნიციპალიტეტი, სოფელი კონდოლი/Telavi Municipality,  Kondoli village

ღვარძელაშვილების მარანი
Ghvardzelashvili Marani – Wine Cellar
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IDCLtdisanengineeringcompanyincorporatedin2002.Wearecommittedtodelivering
thehighestlevelofvalueandservicestoourclients.IDCisworkingunderinternational
quality,safetyandengineeringstandards,usespracticalmethodstomeetspecificneeds
ofeachproject.Weareproudofourlistofsatisfiedclientsandrepeatcontracts.Since
thedayofestablishment,ourcompanyhasaccomplishedhundredsofprojectsunder
internationalandlocalclientrequests.Weprovideservicestoallourclientsbasedupon
fairness,honestyandintegrity.


We,asacompany,clearlyrecognizethatourclients'successsignificantly
dependsuponourownsuccessinprovidingtheservices.Westrive
tobuildareliablepartnershipwithourclientsinordertoexpandour
knowledgeandcapabilitiestomeettheincreasingdemandforvariety
ofengineeringservices.Wekeepcarefulcontroloverallaspectsofour
operationstomaintainresponsiveandcosteffectiveservices.Through
hardworkanddedicationofourpersonnel,weareabletoprovidesafe
andqualityservicestoourclients.Wemeetourgoalsbylisteningtoour
clients'needsandbypayingstrictattentiontoallaspectsofourwork.

IDCisledbyanexperiencedandprofessionalmanagementteam.Atthat,wehaveassembledateamofhighlyskilledspecialistsin
ourindustryprojectmanagers,engineers,supervisors,foremen,supportstaffandcraftspeople.Ourkeypersonnelbringyearsof
progressiveengineeringexperiencetothecompanyand,therefore,toeachproject.Inaccordancewithspecificrequirementsandscale
ofprojectsawarded,IDCadditionallycanprovidehighlyprofessionalspecialistsofrelevantfieldsonparttimebasis.

IDCisexecutingtheworksincompliancewithinternationalHSEandQA/QCstandards.IDChasreceivednumerousHSEawards
frominternationallyrecognizedcompaniesandhasbeencertifiedwithISO9001certificatesince2010.

OverallPerformance:

OUR PRINCIPLES
01.Identificationandsatisfactionofclientneeds

02.Projectcompletedrightthefirsttime

03.Transparency

04.Teamwork

05.ContinualImprovement

06.Respectandsupporttoeachother

NoFatalities
NoSignificantEnvironmentalIncidents

• Conceptual Studies 

• Local Conditions Assessment

• Site Selection Studies

• Prefeasibility Studies

• Feasibility Studies 

• Baseline Studies

• Environmental Impact Assessment

STUDIES

01
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• Topographical Survey 

• Geotechnical Investigations

• Hydrological Survey

• Residential Houses, Public Buildings, 
Industrial Facilities, Renovation of Buildings, 
Roads, Water Supply, Sewage Systems 
and WWTPs, Erosion and Scour Controls, 
Temporary and Permanent Camps, Hydro 
Power Plants, Wind and Solar Farms

• Residential Houses. Public 
Buildings, Industrial Facilities, 
Structural Design of Various Types 
of Buildings, Roads, Water Supply 
and Sewage Systems, Erosion & 
Scour Controls, Temporary and 
Permanent Camps

FIELD INVESTIGATION

CONSTRUCTION AND 
CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION

DESIGN

02

04

03

OUR CLIENTS

U.S. Embassy  
in Georgiad 

IDC Ltd has been a member of EUGBC since 2008. During this period, IDC Ltd participated in numerous events at the 
invitation of EUGBC. Relationship with EUGBC has been very informative and beneficial for our company.

We consider activities of EUGBC as very important and positive for development of business in Georgia and thus, for the 
whole country.

We congratulate EUGBC with 15 years anniversary and wish you further success!

Vakhtang Razmadze - Managing Director of IDC Ltd
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Moore abc – International 
audit company is in 
Georgia! 
In a rapidly changing world, the successful development and 
support of business is the main focus. Reflecting this reality, the 
auditing and consulting company, Moore abc, has been oper-
ating successfully in Georgia for the third year consecutively.

Moore abc is an independent member of the global audit and 
consulting network “Moore Global Network Limited”, repre-
sented by 609 offices in 112 countries with more than 30,000 
employees. 

The managing partner of Moore abc, Mikheil Abaiadze, says 
that the auditing profession in Georgia has developed con-
siderably in recent years. However, despite the fact that the 
country does not have many years of experience in the field of 
auditing, the highly qualified team members and their attitude 
towards the work gained the attention and trust from Moore 
Global. Since then, this Georgian company has been perform-
ing successfully at the local and international level under the 
international brand name. 

Moore abc assists leading domestic and foreign businesses op-
erating in Georgia by offering high-quality solutions. Mikheil 
Abaiadze talks about the advantages of Moore.

„Our priority is trust, quality, and a goal-oriented approach. Our 
goal is to help businesses grow and achieve their internation-
al and domestic objectives. Being a member of Moore Global 
makes our services more flexible – businesses are able to re-
ceive our support during the various financial decision making 
processes from our local and international experts. It is note-
worthy that Moore abc recently obtained the Gold Status of an 
accredited employer from the ACCA (Association of Certified 
Chartered Accountants). This is another important reason why 
the company is one of the leaders in the Georgian market.” 

Moore’s team offers a full package of services to customers in-
cluding: property valuation, accounting, business outsourcing, 
tax, various consulting services, audits and assurance engage-
ments. According to Mikheil, outsourcing services have be-
come a common practice due to recent pandemic conditions. 
He hopes that the demand in this regard will continue to in-
crease as it is possible to work remotely and at the same time 
with considerable efficiency. 

„The company’s clients are small, medium , and large firms 
which are operating in different industries and wish to make 
their business transparent and attractive to investors and stake-
holders as well “.

It is notable that the company is often involved in a variety of 
social activities. According to the managing partner, the team’s 

activities were extremely fruitful  and of great value during the 
pandemic period.

„We want to be an effective company for the public. We are in-
volved in different social activities. We pay special attention to 
education and awareness raising events. We have conducted 
a number of training seminars since our inception. Recently 
we introduced changes planned in the tax code of Georgia for 
2021 to a large audience of interested parties completely free 
of charge.  In parallel, we are working extensively to provide in-
formation about our services to students in order to help them 
decide upon their profession. We believe it is our duty to share 
our experience and knowledge with those who are pursuing 
their career objectives.” 

Moore abc continues to move steadily and, despite the pan-
demic, the company is growing as planned. The Managing Part-
ner links the success of the company to the experienced and 
highly qualified team which provides results oriented services.

“The team creates success. The desire of these people is to 
serve the economy and public”. 

Moore’s goal is to gain a permanent place within the top 10 
Audit and consulting companies in Georgia by providing 
high-quality service.

“We must take care of each other” – Mikheil Abaiadze sees the 
balance of work and personal life as the basis for achieving this 
goal.

 “We want to achieve this without sacrificing personal aspi-
rations or personal life – the pandemic has reminded us that 
happy people with a full-fledged life come together to form a 
successful team, a sustainable company and therefore a strong 
country “.

Mikheil Abaiadze
The managing partner of Moore abc
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ᲡᲐᲔᲠᲗᲐᲨᲝᲠᲘᲡᲝ ᲐᲣᲓᲘᲢᲝᲠᲣᲚᲘ ᲙᲝᲛᲞᲐᲜᲘᲐ ᲡᲐᲥᲐᲠᲗᲕᲔᲚᲝᲨᲘᲐ!  

სწრაფადცვალებადსამყაროშიბიზნესისწარმატებითგან
ვითარებადამხარდაჭერაამთავარიხედვა,რისმიხედვი
თაც აუდიტორული და საკონსულტაციო კომპანია Moore
abcსაქართველოში,ახალისახელითმესამეწელიაწარმა
ტებულადოპერირებს.

მოორ ეიბისი აუდიტორული და საკონსულტაციო ფირმე
ბის გლობალური ქსელის “Moore Global Network Limited“
ისდამოუკიდებელწევრია.ქსელიმოიცავს609ოფისს112
ქვეყანაში,სადაცგაერთიანებულია30,000ზემეტითანამ
შრომელი.

Mooreისმმართველიპარტნიორიმიხეილაბაიაძეამბობს,
რომ საქართველოში აუდიტის პროფესია ბოლო წლებში
საკმაოდ განვითარდა.თუმცა, იმის მიუხედავადრომ  ქვე
ყანას აუდიტის მიმართულებით მრავალწლიანი გამოცდი
ლებაჯერარაქვს,გუნდისმაღალკვალიფიციურმაწევრებმა
და მათი საქმისადმიდამოკიდებულებამ, გლობალური აუ
დიტორულიდასაკონსულტაციოკომპანიისყურადღებადა
ნდობადაიმსახურა.დღესკი,საერთაშორისობრენდისქუ
დისქვეშსაქართველო,როგორცადგილობრივასევესაერ
თაშორისოდონეზესტაბილურადდაწარმატებულადასპა
რეზობს.

Mooreმაღალიხარისხისბიზნესგადაწყვეტილებისშეთა
ვაზებისგზით,დახმარებასუწევსსაქართველოშიმოქმედ
წამყვან,ქართულდაუცხოურბიზნესებს.მიხეილაბაიაძე
Mooreისუპირატესობებზესაუბრობს.

„ჩვენიპრიორიტეტინდობა,ხარისხიდაშედეგზეორიენტი
რებული მიდგომაა. მიზანია, რომდავეხმაროთ ბიზნესებს
ზრდაში, გლობალურიდა ადგილობრივი მიზნების მიღწე
ვაში.  ის რომ საერთაშორისო ქსელური კომპანიის წევრი
ვართ,ჩვენმომსახურებასმეტადმოქნილსხდისმომხმა
რებლებს როგორც ადგილობრივი, ასევე საერთაშორისო
ექსპერტებისგანშეუძლიათდახმარებისმიღებასხვადსხვა
ფინანსური გადაწყვეტილების მიღების პროცესში. აღსა
ნიშნავია, რომ ახლახანს Mooreმა ACCAისგან (სერტიფი
ცირებულნაფიცბუღალტერთაასოციაცია)აკრედიტებული
დამსაქმებლის ოქროს სტატუსი მოიპოვა. ეს კიდევ ერთი
მნიშვნელოვანიმიზეზიარისგამოცკომპანიასაქართველოს
ბაზარზეერთერთილიდერია“.

Moore ისგუნდიმომხმარებელსმომსახურებისსრულპა
კეტსსთავაზობს,ესმოიცავსქონებისშეფასებას,აუდიტს
დამარწმუნებელგარიგებებს,ბუღალტერიას,ბიზნესაუთ
სორსინგს, საგადასახადო და სხვა საკონსულტაციო მომ
სახურებებს.მიხეილისთქმითაუთსორსზემომსახურების
გატანა პანდემიის პირობებმატენდენციად აქცია. ის იმე
დოვნებს,რომამმხრივმოთხოვნაუფრომეტადგაიზრდე
ბა, რადგან, როგორც აღმოჩნდა მუშაობა შესაძლებელია

დისტანციურად და ამავდროულად არანაკლებ ეფექტუ
რად.

„კომპანიის მომხმარებლები არიან როგორც მცირე, ასევე
საშუალოდამსხვილი კომპანიები. ისინი სხვადასხვა სექ
ტორშიმოღვაწექართულიდაუცხოურიკომპანიებიარიან,
რომელთაცსურთ,რომთავიანთისაქმიანობაგამჭირვალე
დამიმზიდველიგახადონინვესტორებისადადაინტერესე
ბულიპირებისთვის“.

აღსანიშნავია,რომკომპანიახშირადააჩართულისხვადას
ხვა სოციალურ აქტივობებში. მმართველი პარტნიორის
თქმით,გუნდისაქტიურობაგანსაკუთრებითსაჭიროდანა
ყოფიერიპანდემიისპირობებშიაღმოჩნდა.

„ჩვენგვინდა,რომსაზოგადოებისთვისსასარგებლოკომპა
ნიავიყოთ.ვერთვებითსხვადასხვასოციალურაქტივობებში.
განსაკუთრებითდიდყურადღებასგანათლებისადაინფორ
მირებულობის კუთხით ვიჩენთ. ამ დრომდე ჩაგვიტარებია
არაერთიტრენინგ/სემინარი.ახლახანსფართოსაზოგადოე
ბას ვაცნობეთ თუ რა ცვლილებები იგეგმებოდა საქართვე
ლოსსაგადასახადოკოდექსში2021წლისთვის,ეს,რათქმა
უნდასრულიადუსასყიდლოდგანვახორციელეთ.გარდაამი
სა,აქტიურადვმუშაობთ,რომსტუდენტებსდამოსწავლეებს
ჩვენი საქმიანობისშესახებმივაწოდოთინფორმაცია,რათა
დავეხმაროთპროფესიისარჩევაში.ვფიქრობ,ესჩვენიმოვა
ლეობაა,გავუზიაროთგამოცდილებადაცოდნამათ,ვისაცეს
ყველაზემეტადსჭირდებათ“.

Moore სტაბილურად განაგრძობს წინსვლას და მიუხედა
ვად პანდემიისა, კომპანია გეგმაზომიერად იზრდება, სა
ქართველოსბაზარზემისიგაფართოებისგეგმაცსწორედ
ამაზემეტყველებს.პარტნიორი,კომპანიისწარმატებასგა
მოცდილდამაღალკვალიფიციურგუნდსუკავშირებს.

„წარმატებასქმნისგუნდი.ამხალხისსურვილი,რომემსა
ხურებოდნენეკონომიკას,საზოგადოებას“.

Mooreის მიზანს საქართველოში ტოპ 10 აუდიტორულ
დასაკონსულტაციოკომპანიათასიაში,თავისიხარისხია
ნი მომსახურებით, მუდმივი ადგილის დამკვიდრება წარ
მოადგენს.

„ჩვენ უნდა ვიზრუნოთ ერთმანეთზე“ – მიხეილ აბაიაძე
მიზნის მიღწევის მთავარ პირობად სამუშაო და პირადი
ცხოვრებისბალანსსხედავს.

„გვინდამიზანსმივაღწიოთისე,რომარშევწიროთპირა
დიმისწრაფებები,პირადიცხოვრებაპანდემიამშეგვახსე
ნა,რომსრულფასოვანიცხოვრებითბედნიერიადამიანები
ქმნიანწარმატებულგუნდს,მდგრადკომპანიასადამაშა
სადამეძლიერქვეყანას“.
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„ᲓᲐᲡᲐᲥᲛᲔᲑᲐ ᲧᲕᲔᲚᲐᲡᲗᲕᲘᲡ 
ᲮᲔᲚᲛᲘᲡᲐᲬᲕᲓᲝᲛᲘ ᲣᲜᲓᲐ ᲘᲧᲝᲡ“ 

„ნაუტიკა“,ბათუმისსახელმწიფოსაზღვაოაკადემიისბაზაზე,მსხვილგერმანულკომპანიებისგემებზედა
საქმებისმიზნით,შეიმუშავა15კვირიანიგადამზადებისკურსირიგითიმეზღვაურებისთვის.

პროფესიულიუნარჩვევებისგამომუშავებისგარდა,კურსიმოიცავსგაძლიერებულსაკომუნიკაციოინგლისურ
ენას.კანდიდატებს,რომლებიცწარმატებითგაივლიანგადამზადებას,შეეთავაზებათსტაბილურიდასაქმე
ბა,საწყისიხელფასით$12001550მდე.

„ნაუტიკა“განსაკუთრებულყურადღებასაქცევსსაქართველოშისაზღვაოგანათლებისხარისხს.

ცნობიერებისამაღლებისადამეზღვაურისპროფესიისპოპულარიზაციისთვისნაუტიკამდააფუძნასაზღვაო
განათლებისფონდიდაწამოიწყორამდენიმემნიშვნელოვანიპროექტი,რომელიცმიზნადისახავსსაზღვაო
განათლებისხარისხისგაუმჯობესებასადარიგითიმეზღვაურებისთვისპროფესიონალურიტრენინგებისჩა
ტარებას.

Dias Jalagania, CEO, “INTERNATIONAL MARITIME GROUP”, Maritime Crewing Company
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The Europe Foundation’s mission is to empower people to effect change for social justice and economic prosperity 
through hands-on programs, helping them to improve their communities and their own lives. The Foundation has 
been partnering with the EU-Georgia Business Council (EUGBC) for over a decade to contribute to participatory 
decision making to achieve Georgia’s convergence with the European standards and practices.

The studies on the Knowledge and Attitudes of the Georgian public toward the European Integration, which has been 
commissioned by the Europe Foundation biannually since 2009, identify the issue areas that require further attention 
in terms of transparency, civic participation and awareness raising. These observations allow us and our partners to 
identify and deliver relevant initiatives to communities and interest groups that should benefit from the EU-Georgia 
Association Agreement (AA). The studies show that every other year the group of stakeholders benefiting from the 
Georgia’s European Integration is gradually expanding. Recently, more people identify the business community as a 
group that directly benefits from the advantages of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA). 
However, the official statistics give us a different picture. In order to bridge this gap and increase the knowledge and 
access of small and medium-sized (SME) businesses to opportunities offered by the DCFT, the Europe Foundation 
partnered with the EUGBC to deliver a series of presentations and share guidelines with SMEs in the regions of Georgia.

The EUGBC organized eight seminars in ten municipalities - Kutaisi, Batumi, Zugdidi, Gori, Marneuli, Akhaltsikhe, 
Akhalkalaki, Telavi, Rustavi, and Tbilisi. The EUGBC representatives and invited experts shared with local business 
associations, SMEs and representative of local government information on the ongoing reforms under the AA as well 
as the specific opportunities and instruments available for Georgian SMEs through the DCFTA. The EUGBC focused 
their presentations on the sanitary and phytosanitary standards and requirements for manufacturing industrial 
products under the DCFTA. The short guidebooks on production standards, market placement, and export of food, 
agricultural and industrial goods were prepared in Georgian, Armenian and Azeri languages. 

We are glad that our partnership has been successful over the years. I am confident the EUGBC platform will continue 
to support cooperation of its members for Georgia that is democratic, inclusive and with civically engaged citizens 
and socially responsible businesses.

Ketevan Vashakidze,  
President, Europe Foundation
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AE Solar is one of the leading brands in the renewable energy 
industry, providing high-quality new energy products and 
services since 2003. The company is proud that in 2017 it 
have reached the number 3000 in successful installation and 
commissioning of solar projects. AE Solar GmbH was founded 
by Dr. Alexander Maier and his brothers Waldemar Maier and 
Victor Maier in Königsbrunn, Germany.

AE Solar focuses on the manufacturing of photovoltaic 
modules and selects only the highest quality materials and 
components. This, together with a world-leading automated 
production line enables the company to o�er a high-quality 
product at competitive price. Its German engineers are 
engaged to supervise the production process, testing and 
ensure each module, from soldering to packaging, meets the 
highest world standards.

AE Solar has been awarded SNEC Top 10 Highlights 2017, 
PV Magazine Top Innovation 2018 for Smart Shading 
Resistant Hot-Spot Free PV modules technology. We are 
the �rst company in the world manufacturing poly, mono, 
double glass modules with this technology.

The technology has been tested and proven by leading PV 
experts – Fraunhofer CSP institute. AE Solar photovoltaic 
modules operate safely and smoothly for at least 30 years 
with the product warranty of 12 years.

Born in Germany

Deutsche

Qualität

Garantiert

UNIVERSe
Center for Reproductive Medicine
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saqarTvelos vagonmSenebelTa holdingi
Georgian Carriage Builders Holding  HERETI

ENERGY

· SHELTER MANAGEMENT – Real-estate and property management (Georgia)

· GEOPAGES – Travel Portal  (Georgia)

Company portfolio:

· DEGEORGIO TRADING –  Export company (Georgia)

· DEGEORGIO TRAVEL – DMC & Inbound tour-operator (Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Switzerland)

· DEGEORGIO SOLUTIONS – Consulting company (Georgia)

· LOL EVENTS – MICE & Event Agency  (Georgia)

DEGEORGIO GROUP was set up in 2013 as an inbound tour operator and DMC, operating in Adjara region. Nowadays DEGEORGIO 
GROUP has grown into a multi-profile company that owns and operates several brands and businesses in Georgia and overseas. 

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Success is not a gift, but the consequence of a 

hard work and detailed plan. Before claiming 

your position in society, you must earn it!

OUR MISSION

Constant development and introduction of our 

brands, services and products internationally to 

enhance the image of our company and country
O originality

I intelligence 

R reliability 

D dedication 

E enthusiasm 

G generosity 

O openness 

G generation

OUR VALUES

E efficiency  

WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE DEGEORGIO

We are open, flexible and crystal clear with our partners

We do not waste our time on empty promises, excuses 

or any other monkey business  

We are focused on quality, as the quantity is not an asset

We care about our brand reputation and our country 

image 

We aim at simplicity in business processes however pay 

great attention to details

IINN 22002200 MMEEEETT UUSS AATT
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ᲙᲝᲛᲞᲐᲜᲘᲘᲡ ᲨᲔᲡᲐᲮᲔᲑ

„ნუტრიმაქსი“ 2009 წლიდან წარმატებით საქმია
ნობსქართულბაზარზე.მისიდანიშნულებაასაშუა
ლო და მცირე ზომის ფერმერთა ცხოველებისა და
ფრინველებისუზრუნველყოფაუმაღლესიხარისხის
საკვებით, მისიდანამატებითადა კვებისთანამედ
როვემეთოდებით.

ᲛᲘᲡᲘᲐ

გავხადოთ ხარისხიანი საკვები ყველა ადამიანის
თვისხელმისაწვდომი

ᲜᲣᲢᲠᲘᲛᲐᲥᲡᲘᲡ ᲡᲐᲥᲛᲘᲐᲜᲝᲑᲐ

ნუტრიმაქსი მუშაობს, რომ ადამიანებს ჰქონდეთ
წვდომა ჯანსაღ საკვებზე  ხორცის, თევზის, კვერ
ცხის და რძის პროდუქტების მიმართულებით. ამ
მიზნითკომპანიაქმნისმაღალიხარისხისცხოველ
თასაკვებს,ხელსუწყობსფერმერებშიცოდნისგავ
რცელებას და თანამედროვე ტექნოლოგიების ინ
ტეგრაციას.

ᲙᲝᲛᲞᲐᲜᲘᲘᲡ ᲮᲔᲓᲕᲐ

ნუტრიმაქსიგახდებასანდოპარტნიორიმსოფლიოს
სხვადასხვა კუთხეში მცხოვრები ფერმერებისთვის.
უზრუნველყოფს მათ თანამედროვე ცოდნით, ტექ
ნოლოგიებით და ხარისხიანი საკვები პროდუქტე
ბით.

თანამედროვე, მაღალტექნოლოგიური კომბინი
რებული საკვების საწარმო 2016 წლის სექტემ
ბერში გაიხსნა „ნუტრიმაქსი“ს თანამედროვე, მა
ღალტექნოლოგიური კომბინირებული საკვების
საწარმო, რომლის წლიური წარმადობა დაახლოე
ბით50000ტონასაკვებიაცხოველების,ფრინველე
ბისა და თევზებისათვის. პროექტი განხორციელდა
Trouw Nutritionის (მსოფლიო ლიდერი ცხოველთა
კვების ინდუსტრიაში) აქტიური ჩართულობით და
კონსულტაციებით,რაცუზრუნველყოფსახალიქარ
ხნისშესაბამისობასთანამედროვესტანდარტებთან.

ᲞᲠᲝᲓᲣᲥᲪᲘᲐ ᲓᲐ ᲛᲝᲛᲡᲐᲮᲣᲠᲔᲑᲐ

დღეისათვისნუტრიმაქსისპროდუქციაწარმოდგენი
ლიაროგორცსაქართველოში,ისეაზერბაიჯანსადა

სომხეთში. კომპანია ასევე ახორციელებს ექსპორტს
აფრიკისმიმართულებით. პროდუქციისფართოარ
ჩევანისგარდა,კომპანიამომხმარებელსსთავაზობს
უფასო ლაბორატორიულ მომსახურებას, რომლის
მეშვეობითაცშეძლებენსაკუთარისაკვებისათუნედ
ლეულისხარისხისშემოწმებას.

კომპანია „ნუტრიმაქსი“ მუდმივად ითვალისწინებს
მომხმარებელთა ინტერესებს და სთავაზობს მაღა
ლისტანდარტებითწარმოებულპროდუქციას.

ᲮᲐᲠᲘᲡᲮᲘᲡ ᲙᲝᲜᲢᲠᲝᲚᲘ

ყველა პროდუქტი გადის ხარისხისა და ქი
მიური შემადგენლობის მკაცრ კონტროლს.
კომპანიაასევემუდმივადაგზავნისწარმოებულპრო
დუქციას Trouw Nutritionს შვილობილი კომპანიის
Masterlabის ლაბორატორიაში. Masterlab ევროპის
წამყვანილაბორატორიაა,როგორცცხოველთა,ასე
ვეადამიანთასაკვებისადაფარმაცევტულიპროდუქ
ციისკონტროლისსფეროში.

ᲛᲝᲛᲮᲛᲐᲠᲔᲑᲚᲔᲑᲘ

„ნუტრიმაქსის“ მომხმარებლები არიან საქარ
თველოს მცირე, საშუალო და მსხვილი ფერმერე
ბი. მათ წარმატებულ საქმიანობაზე ზრუნვა მთა
ვარი ამოცანაა. კომპანია ფერმერებს სთავაზობს
როგორც მზა საკვებს, ასევე საუკეთესო ხარისხის
პრემიქსებსა და კონცენტრატებს სასოფლოსა
მეურნეო დანიშნულების ფრინველებისა და ცხო
ველების ეფექტიანი ზრდისათვის. მათ აქვთ
უფასო კონსულტაციების მიღების შესაძლებ
ლობაც, საქმიანობის გაუმჯობესების მიზნით. 
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ABOUT COMPANY

Nutrimax, established in 2009, produces the farm ani-
mals and poultry feed and feed additives. The company 
aims to provide the farmers with high quality compound 
feed, concentrates and modern feeding methods.

MISSION

To make high quality food available for all the people.

BUSINESS

Nutrimax is working to ensure that people have access to 
the healthy food such as meat, fish, egg, and milk products. 
For this purpose the company produces high-quality ani-
mal feed, facilitate sharing  of the knowledge among farm-
ers, and integration of advanced technology in farming.

COMPANY VISION

Nutrimax will be a reliable partner for the farmers living 
in various parts of the world, provide them with modern 
knowledge, technology, and high-quality feed.

MODERN, HIGH-TECHNOLOGY FEED MILL FACTORY

The company owns a modern, high-technology Feed Mill 
with output of 50,000 tons per year. The Feed Mill project 

has been implemented by active involvement and con-
sultations of Trouw Nutrition (worldwide industry lead-
er). This factor ensures compatibility of the new plant 
with modern European standards and premium quality 
products.

QUALITY CONTROL

All products go through strict quality control and 
chemical composition. The company constantly sends 
its production to Trouw Nutrition’s subsidiary Mas-
terlab Laboratory, where highly qualified specialists 
inspect and analyze products. Masterlab is Europe’s 
leading laboratory in the animal nutrition, human food 
and pharmaceutical products in the field of control. 
 
CONSUMERS 

“Nutrimax” consumers are small, medium and large 
farmers of Georgia. Main task is to focus on their success-
ful performance. Company offers farmers as a compound 
feed, as well as the best quality premixes and concen-
trates for the effective growth of poultry and animals. In 
order to improve their performance, “Nutrimax” also pro-
vides farmers with free consultations.
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Why Georgia and what are the goals of 
DTS Logistic?
In 2015 we have initiated our expansion plan for DTS Ro-
mania. The main goals are to create not only new profit 
centres but also reliable and active branches to offer sup-
port to the mother company. We intend to establish our 
own network that supports our principals. Why Georgia? 
Well, after conducting a thorough market research, we 
identified our values and goals with the existing needs in 
the Eastern-European zone. Therefore, after opening our 
office in Tbilisi, we successfully applied our working prin-
ciples and strategies in a novel environment, with which 
we are highly impressed. We appreciate the Georgian cit-
izens’ skills and open-mindedness to new opportunities 
and their capacity to quickly adapt. Up to the present 
day, it seems like the reality exceeded our expectations.

What are the main services you provide?
Our main area of expertise is to provide liner agency and 
freight-forwarding activities in countries such as Roma-
nia, Georgia and others. As our company’s slogan shows, 
we provide 24/7 “Dedicated Transport Solutions” at a 
high professional level, treating each inquiry with devo-
tion, responsibility and professionalism. 

(That’s why we are proud to offer “Dedicated Transport 
Solutions” as our company’s name, DTS, stands for.)

What is the most valuable experience you 
have gained during the crisis?
Our story in the maritime world begun in the late 90s, whilst we 
proudly introduced DTS Logistic on the market 15 years ago.

I believe that the 2008 crisis taught us to rapidly adapt to a 
volatile market hence to sail through difficult periods towards 
the light. This past challenge made us not only stronger and 
well-prepared but also more prudent, having ‘installed’ a 
fine-tuning radar to prevent any upcoming storm. When 
COVID hit the world in 2019, it heavily affected the day-to-
day business activity. However, we were ready to deal with it, 
thanks to our Business Recovery Plan, which we immediately 
applied and has been in force ever since. Even though these 
tough times are yet not concluded, we hold on to each oth-
er, acting like one hand, one team. If the pandemic taught us 
something, it is that solidarity stands as the only solution to 
any unforeseen event rapidly aiming towards us. 

DTS Logistic Services

What does the road ahead look like?
Our philosophy is to always think positively, to hold the 
steering wheel firmly and to keep looking forwards to 
new ventures, heading to new waypoints. When it comes 
to DTS Georgia, you should stay tuned for the upcoming 
“tools” which are yet to be launched. We have recently 
developed our 2022 Business Plan, which aims the Geor-
gian subsidiary to expand its activity alongside with its 
sales team. For instance, we are planning to offer new 
products such as out of gauge transportation, shipping 
agency for tramp navigation, liquid logistic using ISO 
tanks. More details are to follow soon!

How can your potential clients contact the 
DTS team in Romania and Georgia?
I would like to invite you to visit our website, where you 
can find more information about the DTS branches and 
its contact details for any inquiries in Romania, Georgia, 
and Azerbaijan. We are open 24/7, we do never close. 

We would be glad to offer more details about our opera-
tions, services and setup by using the conventional chan-
nels, participating to conferences, actively meeting play-
ers from our industry, and nevertheless getting involved 
in local communities as social partners. Nonetheless, we 
welcome your initiative and we are deeply honoured 
to be one of the members of the Romanian–Georgian 
Chamber of Commerce in Bucharest.

Mr. Octavian Dragomir
DTS Logistic Founder, Director
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შ.პ.ს.ექსპრესტრანსშიპმენთსერვისეზდაარსდა1996წელს,თუმცამისიდამფუძნებლებისგამოცდილება
გაცილებითდიდიადასათავესიღებს1962წლიდან,იმდროისათვისსაქართველოშიარსებულიერთადერთი
გადამზიდავიკომპანიის„სოიუზვნეშტრანსი“დან.

1997წლიდანექსპრესტრანსშიფმენთსერვისეზგახდასაერთაშორისოექსპედიტორთაასოციაციის(FIATA)ს
ოფიციალურიწევრი.

კომპანია აწარმოებს ნებისმიერი ტიპის გადაზიდვებს და მომხმარებლებს სთავაზობს ლოჯისტიკური
მომსახურებისსრულსპექტრს.ორგანიზაციისთანამშრომლებსაქვთდიდიგამოცდილებალოჯისტიკისდა
გადაზიდვებისინდუსტრიაში,რაცგუნდისმრავალწლიანიოპერირებისშედეგია.

ჩვენს გთავაზობთ:

• საჰაეროგადაზიდვებს.

• საზღვაოგადაზიდვებს

• სარკინიგზოგადაზიდვებს

• საავტომობილოგადაზიდვებსსაქართველოს,
აზერბაიჯანის,სომხეთისდაცენტრალურიაზიის
ქვეყნებისნებისმიერწერტილში.

• საბაჟოპროცედურებისწარმოება

• ტვირთისდასაწყობებისსერვისს,კომპანიის
მფოლობელობაშიმყოფტერმინალებზე.

• ტვირთისდაზღვევისსერვისს

დაარსებიდან დღემდე ჩვენი კომპანია სწრაფად 
იზრდება და დღესდღეისობით ფლობს და მართავს:

• სათაოოფისსსაპორტოქალაქფოთში;

• ფილიალსთბილისში;

• წარმომადგენლობითოფისებსბაქოში
(აზერბაიჯანი)დაერევანში(სომხეთი);

• ცარიელდასავსესაკონტეინეროტერმინალებს,
რომლებიცთანამედროვეტექნიკითადადაცვის
სისტემითარისუზრუნველყოფილი

• კომპანიისსაკუთრებაშიაგადამზიდი
ავტომობილები,რომლებიციდელაურტექნიკურ
მდგომარეობაშია.

ჩვენვთანამშრომლობთმაღალიკვალიფიკაციისმქონეაგენტებთანევროპასადააზიაში,რაცსაშუალებას
გვაძლევსმომხმარებელსშევთავაზოთკონკურენტუნარიანიტარიფები.
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Euxinus Pontos – The Hospitable Sea
The Black Sea as a bridge for the Caucasus to the EU
Ancient Romans and Greeks called the Black Sea Euxinos Pontus/Pontos - the hospitable sea, but no one would imag-
ine that with 189 ferries operating in the Baltic Sea in 2019, we would only have 6 regular units in the Black Sea. It is 
the last undeveloped sea in Europe in terms of ferry network and routes.

Serving as a gateway for the Caucasus to the EU and the Balkan, for Turkey to Ukraine and Russia the real potential of 
it has never been used, instead, the transportation companies suffer by land routes with multiple border crossings, 
complicated procedures, long queues, unstable weather conditions, costing time and money.

How do things work? – whether you are an importer or exporter, it is essential, that you control your stock of goods. With 
faster turnover lower margin and higher profit can be achieved, but once you rely on container services, which is, of course, 
the main source of transportation, but mostly for low-cost products and on the other hand rely on land routes for high-
cost products, you are stepping into the ungrateful business of predictions. Goods need to arrive on time so that you have 
enough stock to supply your customers, but once the delivery periods are uncertain, or long, you invest more and freeze 
more money into stocks in order to secure timely supply, the reason for it is that container delivery from Central and West-
ern Europe takes around 6 weeks, and a truck with a trailer back and forth shall need not less than 21 days (in practice and 
based on interviews with transportation companies it is 25-28 days, so half for one way). With ferry service, this time shall 
decrease for Central and Western Europe both ways down to 10-12 days only, subsequently 5-6 days for one way and with 
just 11 port closing days throughout the year caused by storms, delay and deviation from the scheduled time could just be 
1-day maximum if the ferry arrives on that ceratin day to the port and needs to wait in the open sea for favorable weather 
conditions. So as a result, a business is capable to plan precisely its operations, manage stocks, etc. This could mean much 
more efficient usage of their assets, trucks, and trailers. With a ferry, one can just send the trailer, w/o truck, and driver, thus 
achieving even higher efficiency of asset usage.

So, implementation of a reliable, time and cost-efficient ferry route is essential and could boost the trade and the 
development of the Black Sea countries. I will not surprise the reader with the statement, that a stable liner service of 
ferries is needed. As transit time, safety, cost, and reliability is a cornerstone in trade and transportation, ferry services 
could play a key role in achieving these goals. The current number of ferries does not really reflect the demand and 
the potential of these services, so what is the problem, where are the barriers and why do we not have more ferries 
serving various routes?

In this article, I will try to answer these questions in reference to the Georgia – EU route, or from the port of Poti (Geor-
gia) to the port of Constanta (Romania).

There have been a couple of attempts of establishing ferry services on the Poti -  Constanta route, all of them failed. 
Some of them, either was too early, when the trade back in 2013 between the Caucasus region and EU and Balkan states 
was on a low level, in a later period insufficient activity and dedication for analyzing of the barriers as business killers.

I would outline 3 major obstacles for ferry service development:

Number 1 - the infrastructure and bureaucracy: 

Ferry business is costly and it is vital to have a fast port turnaround, discharge, and load in the shortest possible time. If we 
compare with the giant operators in the EU, those who manage it within 2 hours, the ferry types operating in the Black Sea, 
which are half the size, considering additional customs procedures, as EU states have no customs procedures involved, 
the turnaround for a ferry in Georgia or Romania, should also be close to that time, but the discharge and load in Poti, 
or in Batumi takes in the best case 14 hours, stretching often to unbelievable 20 hours. This is caused by the lack of suf-
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ficient parking area for trucks inside the port zone, as well 
as low coordination between the border crossing services 
(operated by the Police), customs services (operated by the 
Revenue Service), and the operators of the ferry companies.

Number 2 – administrative and 
port fees: 

In a closed circle, the port operators have high fees, as 
there are not many ferries operating and berth occu-
pancy periods are long, and there are no ferry services, 
as fees are high and port turnaround time is very long. 
When comparing the fees along the Black Sea coast, as 
well as with Mediterranean and Baltic Sea ports, the re-
sults are astonishing, for the same type of ferry we shall 
be charged $ 20 k in Georgia when in other parts of the 
Black Sea in Turkey, Romania, or even Ukraine it would 
cost around $ 7-10k and for same services we would pay 
$ 2-3 k in the Mediterranean or in the Baltic seas.

Number 3 – lack of investors: 

above mentioned 2 reasons, cause low interest of investors, this is a costly start-up business and the investment flows 
into the operations, not in the assets.

So what are the solutions?

Pontos, the company my partners and I have established back in 2018 has set a goal of solving above mentioned 
obstacles and since then, we have accomplished complicated phases of the feasibility studies, in order to define 
problems and find solutions, so the answers on the questions asked above are:

- With a help of the Ministry of Economy, the department responsible for transportation, and the bright-minded 
head of the Maritime Agency Ms. Tamara Ioseliani, we have solutions for administrative fees, which is a common 
worldwide practice, specifically - captains operating the ferry, shall pass relevant exams and shall be examed from 
costly pilotage and tug boat services/fees.

- New infrastructure project of PACE in Poti, widening the port area creates sufficient space for fast discharge and 
load parking of more than 2 ha of the territory dedicated for trucks and trailers, same referring to the side of Con-
stanta and the new berth development by the DP World, accomplishing in 3rd quarter 2022.

- Loyal, strategic investors, such as the Georgia Regional Development Fund (SEAF), ready to participate in such an 
important project for the region, thus contributing, with a long run history to the development of business and 
infrastructure in Georgia and the region.

In conclusion, we are optimistic about starting a direct, time and cost-efficient ferry service by the end of 2022. This 
shall contribute to better development and competitiveness of regional transportation companies, as well as to the 
economic stability of the region, increase in trade, decrease in costs for the end consumer. With different perspectives 
opening after establishing the ferry route, such as multimodal transportation, great success examples of such services 
make us confident that the trailer could be delivered to any point in Europe by a combination of ferry and train, which 
is even greener, safer, and cheaper for business and transportation companies.

Paata Daiauri, CEO/Partner, Pontos Maritime Consulting LLC
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Georgia - How far from the EU Membership? 
Membership of the EU seems to be “an eternal” foreign 
policy priority of Georgia. A priority demands mobiliza-
tion and effective use of all resources the country dispos-
es to achieve the goal.  International experience shows 
that to achieve a success on the European way for a small 
country apart from the fulfillment of the well-known “Co-
penhagen Criteria” and securing satisfactory level of the 
democratic and market reform demands the presence of 
EU’s eventual interest towards the sub-region the coun-
try belongs to. 

Intention to integrate CEE states into the EU was reas-
sured by signing in 1991-1997 of  Association agree-
ments (AA), in which the status of a candidate country 
for future members was explicitly recognized.   

Current wave of the EU enlargement is also featured by 
a regional approach. On 2001 EU signed Stabilization 
and Association agreements with six Western Balkan 
countries openly recognizing their membership per-
spective. Indeed, despite of the equal offer and condi-
tions set for all aspirant countries EU has differentiated 
them on the accession stage and this happened during 
both above-mentioned waves of the enlargement. EU 

was accurately observing each country in terms of their 
progress in democratic and market reforms, institution 
building in line to the Copenhagen criteria.  There were 
two stages of accession during the fifth enlargement 
wave.  First eight CEE countries joined EU in 2004 and the 
remaining two – in 2007.  In the case of ongoing West-
ern Balkan’s enlargement Croatia has fully acceded EU in 
2013, Serbia and Montenegro will, apparently, join in few 
years and the rest latter on, when all necessary reforms 
are completed and due level of Europeanisation ensured.   

Notwithstanding the membership is not the most im-
portant result of the process, but transformation of the 
aspiring country, its development and functional inte-
gration with the Union – the outcome which practically 
any of them finally attains.    

From this experience we can conclude that for Georgia, 
being associated with the EU without any promise of 
membership, existence of two factors/conditions is cru-
cial:   a) the country’s identification area fitting to the EU’s 
future enlargement ambition; b) swift and effective im-
plementation of all reforms increasing its attractiveness 
and compatibility with the EU. 

Kakha Gogolashvili
Director, Centre for EU Studies at Georgian Foundation for Strategic and International Studies
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As regards to the first condition,  Georgia from EU perspec-
tive belongs to the Eastern Partnership space, which apart 
from those openly aspiring the EU membership (Moldova 
and Ukraine) also includes Armenia, Azerbaijan and Belar-
us – the countries with notably different priorities. 

Evidently, Georgia’s regional identity associated with the 
mentioned space divests the country per se of a realistic 
perspective of coming into the EU’s enlargement area.  

Nevertheless, the features of the differentiation, notable 
in the mentioned space can hopefully lead towards the 
formation and recognition of a new sub-regional identi-
ty for Georgia-Moldova-Ukraine.  Signing on May, 2021 
of the trilateral memorandum by ministers of foreign af-
fairs, establishing so called TRIO cooperation format was 
a step forward in this direction.   

Joint declaration made by the Presidents of three partner 
states on July 2021 confirmed the will of the three states 
to closely coordinate their EU integration efforts.  But, the 
cooperation attempt promises more than joint advocacy 
actions deployed in EU institutions and promoting the 
European perspective for the TRIO partners. These ini-
tiative may lead towards the creation of a regional block 
with the aim of deepening trade and sectoral coopera-
tion, cultural links, synchronization of reforms envisaged 
by their bilateral AAs with the EU.  

TRIO as a format is important either for Moldova or Ukraine, 
but is essential for Georgia being geographically distanced 
from the rest of Europe. Development of the TRIO into a re-
gional format of cooperation will bring Georgia into shared 
economic and political space with two other countries and 
increases chances for the country to become a target for 
EUs new regional enlargement ambition.      

As regards to the second condition - reforms and trans-
formation,  despite of successful steps in approximation 
of the legislation to the EU Acquis and implementation of 
other commitment derived from Association Agreement, 
seatbacks are observed in number of important areas.  Di-
minished speed in democratic reforms is of special con-
cern. Judicial reform, that was not completed and no insti-
tutional guarantees for its independence and impartiality 
created have become a matter of sharp critics from side of 
the EU.  Equally damaging for the realization our Europe-
an aspirations was the fact of annulation of the 17th April 
interparty agreement as well as so called 5th July violence 
that revealed grave problems related to the protection of 
minority rights and the freedom of media.  

The mentioned context raises doubts about the 
reasonability of the government’s pledge to put forth 
in 2024 the application for EU membership.  To apply is 
easy, but what the EU will respond? That is the question. 
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PASHA Bank fully financed the construction 
of the Park Hotel Tsinandali Estate
PASHA Bank Georgia fully financed the construction of 
the Park Hotel Tsinandali Estate. In the historical estate 
of Tsinandali, Park Hotel was opened in 2019 by Silkroad 
Group. The hotel hosts both local and foreign guests 
from around the world.

The hotel, ideally suited to the tastes and requirements 
of modern youth, is also the main host of the annual 
Tsinandali Music Festival. Accordingly, music, street art, 
bright colors and minimalist, interesting design were 
chosen as the concept of Park Hotel.

Park Hotel is located on the territory of the Chavcha-
vadze Palace, which is surrounded by a park planted 
with centuries-old trees. Behind Hotel’s attractive ap-
pearance, stands a young Georgian Interior Designer – 
Tamara Valishvili, who has devoted her expertise to the 
overall visual appeal of the hotel. Honored Georgian 

artists – Keti Davlianidze and Giorgi Katsarava have clev-
erly synthesized their work techniques into the walls of 
the hotel. Katsarava has spent his time combining music 
with street art. While he drew portraits of distinguished 
classical music composers, Davlianidze painted the con-
tours of the Caucasus Mountains, Cupid’s arrows, and 
musical notes.

Tsinandali, a little village in the Kakheti region houses an es-
tate, once lived by the princely family of the Chavchavadze. 
Chavchavadze Palace has the status of a cultural heritage 
monument and has become even more of a must-see des-
tination today, as it hosts many festivals and cultural events.

“‘It’s  with great pleasure that we continue our relation-
ship with PASHA bank, which supported our very suc-
cessful Park Hotel Tsinandali. Our mutual investment 
in Park Hotel has proven to be very successful (even in 
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pandemic times) and further strengthens the foun-
dation for our further growth within the hospitality 
sector. This is one further step towards our vision of 
developing regional areas into quality tourism desti-
nations, creating jobs, and boosting local economy.” 
– said Jordi Kuijt, CEO of Silk Hospitality. 

“Tourism is one of the main driving components of 
our country’s economy. We are glad that PASHA Bank 
has been given the opportunity to contribute to 
the development of tourism and hospitality sector. 
Park Hotel is a really outstanding project, which has 
been successfully fulfilling its goals since the open-
ing day. PASHA Bank supports the development of 
the business environment in Georgia, and I hope we 
will be able to successfully implement projects that 
will contribute to the development of the country’s 
economy in the future.” – said Zviad Kajaia, Head of 
Corporate Banking Department of PASHA Bank.

PASHA Bank is a Baku-based financial institution op-
erating in Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkey, providing 
corporate and investment banking services to large, 
medium, and small enterprises.
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Poti FIZ is the first free industrial zone in Georgia, and the pioneer who introduced the concept of free industrial 
zones in Georgia, developed and participated in the preparation and adoption of the main legislative bases related 
to Free Industrial Zones; it was the first who introduced the advantages of free zones to the Georgian society and 
the Caucasus region for the first time, and to create an important platform for the further development of other Free 
Zones in Georgia.

For the creation of the first Free Industrial Zone, the most strategically important location was chosen not only in 
Georgia, but in the Black Sea and Caucasus Region, as it is the center of the Silk Road and International transport and 
logistics corridors. Its location is one of the distinctive advantages in relation to other free industrial zones in Georgia.

Poti FIZ offers a number of tax and business registration incentives which include full tax exemption from corporate 
profit, dividend, property, import/export tax and VAT; business startups with simplified registration, a number of 
operational advantages such as rail and road handling facilities and services on site, availability of power, water, and 
natural gas connectivity at low cost, low utility costs and cheap labor for electricity and labor sensitive industries.

Our goal is to transform Poti FIZ into a regional center of trading and production, where various types of Georgian 
products will be created and exported to a local and international markets. In turn, it will promote employment of 
locals, which is very important for the development of the Georgian economy. 

Recently Poti FIZ had an honour to be named as official representative in Georgia by such an authoritative international 
organization as World Free Zones Organization (World FZO), which is an important lever to expand relations with 
investors and increase our position in the world market.
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At present, there are approximately 120 companies operating in Poti FIZ, which successfully execute production and 
trade businesses: import / re-export / export in a wide range of industries including electrical equipment, construction 
materials, industrial machinery, food products, textiles, pharmaceuticals etc. 

The number of companies and processed/handled cargo is increasing every year, which of course indicates the 
growth of Georgia’s role as a transit corridor and distribution hub.
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ᲠᲣᲡᲗᲐᲕᲘᲡ ᲛᲔᲢᲐᲚᲣᲠᲒᲘᲣᲚᲘ ᲥᲐᲠᲮᲐᲜᲐ

2012 წლის იანვრიდან რუსთავის მეტალურგიული
ქარხანაიმყოფებაშპს“რუსთავისფოლადის”მმარ
თველობასა და მფლობელობაში. შპს „რუსთავის
ფოლადის“  მიზანია ახალი სიცოცხლე შესძინოს
ქალაქრუსთავშიფოლადისწარმოებისსაამაყოდა
ხანგრძლივ ტრადიციას, რომელიც სათავეს 1948
წლიდან იღებს. რუსთავის მეტალურგიული ქარნის
ახალმა მენეჯმენტმა მასშტაბური რეკონსტრუქციი
სადაგანვითარებისკურსიაიღო,რათაშეიქმნასთა
ნამედროვე ქარხანა, რომელიც მაღალი ხარისხის
პროდუქციას აწარმოებს ჩვენი ერთგული მომხმა
რებლებისათვის,როგორცსაქართველოში,ასევემის
საზღვრებსგარეთ.

რუსთავის მეტალურგიულ ქარხანაში დანერგილია
და მოქმედებს ხარისხის მართვის სისტემა, რომე
ლიცსერტიფიცირებულიასაერთაშორისოსასერტი
ფიკაციოორგანოებისმიერ ISO9001დაAPISpecQ1
სტანდარტებისმოთხოვნებისშესაბამისად.

ჩვენი ქარხანა აწარმოებს 168დან 426 დიამეტრის
უნაკერო მილებს, რომელიც სერტიფიცირებულია
ევროპული, ამერიკულიდარუსულისტანდარტების
შესაბამისად. მილები გამოიყენება როგორც მანქა

ნათმშენებლობასა და სხვა სახის მშენებლობაში,
ასევე ნავთობისა და გაზის წარმოებაში. ჩვენ ასევე
ვაწარმოებთყველაზომის არმატურას სამშენებლო
ინდურსტრიისთვის, რომლის რეალიზაციაც ხდება
საქართველოში და ასევე გადის ექსპორტზე მეზო
ბელქვეყნებში.ქარხანაასევეაწარმოებს832არმა
ტურას, რომელიც სერტიფიცირებულია ევროპული
სტანდარტისშესაბამისად.რუსთავისფოლადისარ
მატურითშენდებაბევრიმნიშვნელოვანი პროექტი,
როგორც ინფრასტრუქტურული ისე დეველოპერუ
ლი.

რუსთავის მეტალურგიაში გვაქვს სიახლე, დამონ
ტაჟდა35ტონიანიღუმელი,რომელიცმოგვცემსსა
შუალებას ვაწარმოოთ კვადრატული და მრგვალი
ნამზადი არმატურისდაუნაკერომილების წარმოე
ბისთვის,თანამედროვეტექნოლოგიების გამოყენე
ბით.

კომპანიისხელმძღვანელობისმიზანიაგანამტკიცოს
რუსთავის მეტალურგიული ქარხანა, როგორც ერ
თერთი წამყვანი ინდუსტრიული საწარმო რეგიონ
ში და გაზარდოს მისი რეპუტაცია საერთაშორისო
მასშტაბით.
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YOUR SAFETY IS OUR 
PRIORITY 

One of  our highest priorities is the health, 
safety, and security of  our guests, team 
members, and business partners. COVID-19 
has fundamentally changed the way we travel 
and meet and it has redefined the rules of  
the events industry. In response to this, we 
are adjusting our daily operations. Together 
with the team of  experts, we have reviewed 
our existing health and safety processes and 
developed a new safety protocol. This in-
depth cleanliness and disinfection protocol is 
designed to ensure your safety and peace of  
mind from check-in to check-out.

RADISSON HOTELS - YOUR 
TRUSTED PARTNER FOR 
SAFE AND MEMORABLE 
MEETINGS AND EVENTS 

Radisson Blu Iveria Hotel, Tbilisi
Found in the heart of  Tbilisi, this hotel is 
nestled between the beautiful Mtkvari River 
and nearby mountain ranges and is the best 
destination for business or leisure travelers.

The Radisson Blu Iveria Hotel, Tbilisi 
presents flexible, state-of-the-art, indoor and 
outdoor meeting and event facilities and is 
ideal for both corporate and private events. 
Choose from 9 fully equipped, professionally 
designed meeting spaces - giving you the 
necessary tools and space desired to build 
your best event possible. If  you want natural 
daylight for a meeting, you can choose from 
6 of  our rooms that offer large windows and 
lovely views of  the city and nearby mountains. 
Our professionally trained team is there 
to listen and to support you every step of  
the way, to help you plan and execute your 
meeting flawlessly. 

Radisson Blu Hotel, Batumi
Located a hundred meters from the sea shore, 
with its high quality service, modern design 
and delightful views over the city and sea, 
Radisson Blu Batumi hotel is the perfect place 
where guests can enjoy all four seasons. 

Designed for comfort, our 168 bedrooms 
feature trendy and modern interior design 
and perfectly suit to both business or leisure 
travelers. 

With the beautiful Black Sea in the 
background, the hotel’s meeting rooms make 
ideal venues for all kinds of  events. We offer 
7 flexible meeting rooms, which include 2 
boardrooms that can host up to 12 people 
and a ballroom that spans 350 square meters. 
Equipped with the newest LCD projectors, 
most of  the meeting rooms come with free 
high-speed, wireless internet, large windows 
for natural daylight and great views of  the 

charming city. 

Tsinandali Estate, Radisson Collection Hotel
Radisson Collection Hotel is located in the heart of  the most famous Georgian wine region – 
Kakheti. It is the first 5-star international brand hotel in the region, which became a harmonious 
part of  the estate thanks to its graceful architecture and exceptional design.

You can make every event a success in our unique venues; We have a fit for every meeting and 
every occasion. And we make sure that your expectations are exceeded.

Along with Amphitheater with retractable roof, which is designed by Xavier Fabre, the founder 
of  Fabre Speller Architects, well known for engineering of  the new Philharmonic of  Paris and the 
Mariinsky Theater stage in St. Petersburg, there is the Ballroom - a roofed spacious Theater and 
a pre-function room in Radisson Collection Tsinandali. In addition, we have in place 3 meeting 
rooms, ideal for breakouts and focused meetings with a dedicated secret room for coffee-breaks 
and access to the public lounge area.

MEET YOUR EVERY 
OBJECTIVE WITH 
RADISSON MEETINGS
We believe that Every Moment Matters and we’re as committed as 
you are to making your event a success. That’s why, when choosing 
any of  our 3 hotels around Georgia, you can be confident that you 
will benefit from a memorable experience, every time. Our dedicated 
team, attention to detail, and outstanding facilities in Tbilisi, Batumi and 
Tsinandali ensure the success of  your meetings and events.
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YOUR SAFETY IS OUR 
PRIORITY 

One of  our highest priorities is the health, 
safety, and security of  our guests, team 
members, and business partners. COVID-19 
has fundamentally changed the way we travel 
and meet and it has redefined the rules of  
the events industry. In response to this, we 
are adjusting our daily operations. Together 
with the team of  experts, we have reviewed 
our existing health and safety processes and 
developed a new safety protocol. This in-
depth cleanliness and disinfection protocol is 
designed to ensure your safety and peace of  
mind from check-in to check-out.

RADISSON HOTELS - YOUR 
TRUSTED PARTNER FOR 
SAFE AND MEMORABLE 
MEETINGS AND EVENTS 

Radisson Blu Iveria Hotel, Tbilisi
Found in the heart of  Tbilisi, this hotel is 
nestled between the beautiful Mtkvari River 
and nearby mountain ranges and is the best 
destination for business or leisure travelers.

The Radisson Blu Iveria Hotel, Tbilisi 
presents flexible, state-of-the-art, indoor and 
outdoor meeting and event facilities and is 
ideal for both corporate and private events. 
Choose from 9 fully equipped, professionally 
designed meeting spaces - giving you the 
necessary tools and space desired to build 
your best event possible. If  you want natural 
daylight for a meeting, you can choose from 
6 of  our rooms that offer large windows and 
lovely views of  the city and nearby mountains. 
Our professionally trained team is there 
to listen and to support you every step of  
the way, to help you plan and execute your 
meeting flawlessly. 

Radisson Blu Hotel, Batumi
Located a hundred meters from the sea shore, 
with its high quality service, modern design 
and delightful views over the city and sea, 
Radisson Blu Batumi hotel is the perfect place 
where guests can enjoy all four seasons. 

Designed for comfort, our 168 bedrooms 
feature trendy and modern interior design 
and perfectly suit to both business or leisure 
travelers. 

With the beautiful Black Sea in the 
background, the hotel’s meeting rooms make 
ideal venues for all kinds of  events. We offer 
7 flexible meeting rooms, which include 2 
boardrooms that can host up to 12 people 
and a ballroom that spans 350 square meters. 
Equipped with the newest LCD projectors, 
most of  the meeting rooms come with free 
high-speed, wireless internet, large windows 
for natural daylight and great views of  the 

charming city. 

Tsinandali Estate, Radisson Collection Hotel
Radisson Collection Hotel is located in the heart of  the most famous Georgian wine region – 
Kakheti. It is the first 5-star international brand hotel in the region, which became a harmonious 
part of  the estate thanks to its graceful architecture and exceptional design.

You can make every event a success in our unique venues; We have a fit for every meeting and 
every occasion. And we make sure that your expectations are exceeded.

Along with Amphitheater with retractable roof, which is designed by Xavier Fabre, the founder 
of  Fabre Speller Architects, well known for engineering of  the new Philharmonic of  Paris and the 
Mariinsky Theater stage in St. Petersburg, there is the Ballroom - a roofed spacious Theater and 
a pre-function room in Radisson Collection Tsinandali. In addition, we have in place 3 meeting 
rooms, ideal for breakouts and focused meetings with a dedicated secret room for coffee-breaks 
and access to the public lounge area.

MEET YOUR EVERY 
OBJECTIVE WITH 
RADISSON MEETINGS
We believe that Every Moment Matters and we’re as committed as 
you are to making your event a success. That’s why, when choosing 
any of  our 3 hotels around Georgia, you can be confident that you 
will benefit from a memorable experience, every time. Our dedicated 
team, attention to detail, and outstanding facilities in Tbilisi, Batumi and 
Tsinandali ensure the success of  your meetings and events.
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It was a difficult challenge, years ago and even now a 
company, headed by a woman and women, still faces a 
significant challenge. A family business, which was ini-
tially a small business, is currently present in the market 
as a holding combining four organizations. 

The main thing is using intellectual resources appropriate-
ly. Therefore, the most sought-after interpreter in Georgia, 
George Askurava and his wife Eka Chochua decided to in-
troduce themselves to a wider audience. It was the Train-
ing Centre first, later the organizations which are currently 
interdependent in terms of meaning and objective. It was 
Ms Eka Chochua, the wife and business partner of George 
Askurava, who started the business and who has been 
striving for years to appropriately direct the inexhaustible 
intellectual resources of her husband.

It is difficult to be a female manager and to trust with and 
delegate management of major directions of a company 
to women as well, to meet daily challenges and appro-
priately compete with similar organizations headed by 
men, while maintaining a leading position in the market.  

It is difficult, but it is not impossible. 

Currently, GAI-Holding offers its customers full organiza-
tion of conferences and business meetings, conference 
equipment, MICE-tourism, simultaneous, consecutive and 
written translation from and into all languages in demand 
in Georgia, notarization of translated documents, teach-
ing foreign languages based on simplified simultaneous 
translation methodology, programs for foreigners- offering 
teaching Georgian language as well as other languages. 

A question to Ms Eka Chochua: 

Ms Eka, 2020 proved to be quite a difficult year for the world 
as well as for Georgia, many businesses could not handle 
the crisis caused by the pandemic. Considering the fact that 
the major direction of your business is organization of con-
ferences/events and translation service, how did your com-
pany cope with it and what challenges did you face?

Yes, our business faced quite serious challenges early in 
March 2020. Planned and fully organized conferences 

and translations were cancelled each day.

For me the priority was health and safety of my team, 
so we took into account the recommendations and 
switched to a fully remote working mode. Nobody 
could have imagined that everything would literally 
stop one day, when you have already assumed certain 
social, moral or financial responsibilities towards your 
team. This was the team that stood by me for years in 
most difficult situations and it played an important part 
in the success of our business. 

The pandemic affected us financially of course, but it can 
be stated that our business has met the challenge to the 
extent possible. One explanation for this is that our hold-
ing is multi-profile. Ever since the start of our business, 
we have been trying not to be just a single direction, we 
wanted to cover the entire field, join the organizations 
which were interdependent in terms of meaning and 
objective. Even today, we focus not only on the devel-
opment of the existing directions but on bundling the 
entire service, offering more comfort and higher quality 
standards to our customers. 

One of the directions of the holding – Foreign Language 
Centre – was transferred to a remote mode when the 
pandemic started and it has been quite successful ever 
since. Our teachers already had remote teaching experi-
ence and this was not a new thing for them. One of the 
most important projects we felt most responsibility for, 
which was carried out in cooperation with the Embassy 
of the United States, did not stop during the pandemic 
and we successfully completed it remotely.

I have coped with all this with the help of my two dep-
uties. They manage different directions of the holding. 
They will speak about these directions in more detail.

A question to Ms. Anna Sadradze, 

Ms Anna, one of the major directions of the holding is 
written translation, how did the Holding cope with the 
pandemic crisis in this context?

Our company is a contractor of a number of local and in-
ternational organizations. The pandemic declared in the 
country early in March affected us in this respect. Many 
projects were suspended, thus our services stopped for a 
certain period of time. 

By winning international tenders we become contractors 
of foreign companies or their branches in Georgia. Obvi-
ously, the world couldn’t stop, so this direction returned 
to a normal regime relatively quickly. In fact, the work took 
place online even before the pandemic so the existing sit-

TEP EVENT
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uation did not change much in this respect and we didn’t 
have to think how to adjust to a remote working mode. 

It is very good that the holding has several directions. It 
can be said that written translation direction has coped 
with the crisis and has met this new challenge.

I would also like to mention that even during the pan-
demic we managed to win several really important inter-
national and local tenders.

A Question to Ms Nino Lursmanashvili:

Ms. Nino, as the CEO of the company noted, the direc-
tion you are leading in the company, most affected by 
the difficulties caused by the pandemic, and please tell 
us about: how you went through this period and what 
is the current situation in the company in this direction?

The challenges posed by the pandemic have indeed been 
found to be very difficult for businesses operating in terms 
of organizing conferences and business meetings. In fact, 
the functioning of gathering places in the country was 
stopped, foreigners could not enter the country and this 
activity was completely stopped. At the beginning, nobody 
could have imagined that we would have such a long pause 
in our business direction. Absolutely all planned events 
were cancelled early in March for indefinite period. We had 

to give the staff unpaid leave which was very painful and 
stressful, because nobody knew how long this would last. 
We observed how the new reality would change and what 
needs came to the fore in this direction. Our goal was not to 
give up and find new ways to adapt to the new reality. Com-
munication is very important in any reality. The role of com-
munication in business and any business direction is also 
an important factor. There was a demand on the market for 
organizing conferences and meetings online.  Our technical 
team stood by us during this period with great enthusiasm 
and attitude, for which we thank each of them. Together we 
managed to adapt to new reality, learned how to manage 
all the required online platforms and successfully orga-
nized not a single important and responsible online local 
and international conference during the pandemic. To date, 
we have to organize both hybrid and fully virtual events. I 
would say that we have faced the challenge as much as we 
could and today we still hold one of the leading positions in 
the market in this business direction. 

We would like to congratulate the EU – Georgia Business 
Council on the anniversary. It is a great honour for us to 
be your member. A number of honorary members of the 
association has been increasing each year and many in-
teresting and important activities are carried out for sup-
porting business. We are proud of that and we are ready 
to facilitate this extremely important activity on our part.
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ქართული ღვინის პოპულარიზაციისა და ცნობა
დობის ამაღლების მიზნით 2019 წელს ქართველი
მეღვინე ქალები (12 მეღვინე) გავემგზავრეთ ქ. რო
ტერდამშიდაბრიუსელში, სადაცგაიმართაღვინის
ინდუსტრიაშიმოღვაწექალთაკონფერენცია.მსოფ
ლიოსყველაკუთხიდან,მეღვინეობისსფეროშისუს
ტისქესისსიმრავლემნათელჰყო,რომფემინიზაცია
თანდათანმეღვინეობისსფეროსაცშეეხოდადაიწ
ყო ღვინის ინდუსტრიაში ქალის როლის გაზრდა
გლობალური მასშტაბით. დღეისათვის პრიორიტე
ტად პროფესიონალიზმი იქცა და არა რომელიმე
სქესი, თუმცა სტერეოტიპების ნგრევის ეტაპზე, წი
ნააღმდეგობებიც მრავლადაა, სწორედ აქედან გა
მომდინარე მომწიფდა გაერთიანების იდეა.ღვინის
ინდუსტრიაში ათეული წლების გამოცდილებების
გათვალისწინებით,თანამოაზრესთან–მაიაკაციტა
ძესთან ერთად, 2020 წელსდავაფუძნეთ მეღვინეო
ბის სფეროში მოღვაწე ქალთა ასოციაცია: „ქალები
ღვინის ინდუსტრიაში” (WIWI). რომელსაც შემდგომ

ქალები ღვინის ინდუსტრიაში 

საპატიო წევრად შემოუერთდა “Women In Wine”ის
დამფუძნებელი ქალბატონი შენაი ოდზემირი, ასო
ციაციამმიზნადდაისახა ქართველიმეღვინე ქალე
ბისპოპულარიზაციისგაზრდა.

2022 წელს საქართველოში ჩატარდება “Women In
Wine 2022“რომლისმასპინძელიიქნებაასოციაცია
„ქალიღვინისინდუსტრიაში“,სადაცმონაწილეობას
მიიღებსმსოფლიოსმრავალიქვეყნიდანჩამოსული
ქალები, რომლებიც ღვინის ინდუსტრიაში მოღვა
წეობენ,ესკიდევერთიკარგიშანსიაქართველიმეღ
ვინე ქალებისა და ქართული ღვინის პოპულარიზა
ციის.

ისტორიულად ქართული მეღვინეობის სფეროში
სქესთაფუნქციებიმკაცრადიყოგანსაზღვრული.ქა
ლებსეკრძალებოდათღვინისდამზადება,ქალივე
ნახში მხოლოდ დამხმარეს როლს ასრულებდა და
გარკვეულ ტექნოლოგიურ საკითხებში მისი ჩარევა
აკრძალულიც კი იყო. ითვლებოდარომ ქალი,ღვი
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ნის შემოქმედების პროცესში უარყოფით გავლენას
მოახდენდა. ხარისხიანი ღვინო პროფესიონალიზ
მისა და გამოცდილების გარეშე არ არსებობს, რაც
დიდი გამოწვევის წინაშე აყენებსღვინის მწარმოე
ბელქალბატონებს.რათათავიანთიენთუზიაზმით,
საქმისადმი უსაზღვრო სიყვარულით დაამტკიცონ,
რომქალებსშეუძლიათკარგიღვინისშექმნა.

ქალების მიერ შექმნილი ღვინის გამა მრავალფე
როვანია,თითქმისყველარეგიონშიშეიძლებაშეხ
ვდეთ, ქალივით ნაზ, ელეგანტურ, მომხიბვლელ,
მისტიკურ, გიჟმაჟ, ეშხიან, ხალისიან, დახვეწილ
ღვინოს, რომელებიც გამოირჩევიან ინდივიდუა
ლიზმით,რადგანღვინოშემქმნელისშინაგანისამ
ყაროსანარეკლია.ქალებიარუშინდებიანსხვადას
ხვატიპისღვინისდამზადებასესიქნება:ევროპული,
კახურიტრადიციული,ქვევრისღვინორომელიცმე
ტადშრომატევადია.

საქართველოდან ქალი მეღვინეების მიერ წარმოე
ბული ღვინის ექსპორტი შეიძლება ითქვას, რომ
ძალიან ნელი ტემპით იზრდება, სწორედ ამ მიზ
ნით ცდილობს ასოციაცია, მეღვინეობის სფეროს
ყველა მიმართულებაში მოღვაწე ქალბატონების
საერთო ცოდნა და ძალისხმევა მიმართოს საქმის
საკეთილდღეოდ.

საქართველოშიარაერთიგაერთიანებისარსებობის
მიუხედავად,ვფიქრობ,რომყველასერთისაერთო
მიზნისაკენ სწრაფვა ამოძრავებს, თუ ამ ყოველი
ვესჯანსაღიკონკურენციისთვალითშევხედავთდა
ქალბატონებიუფროსოლიდარულებივიქნებითერ
თმანეთისმიმართ,დასახულმიზანს,მეტიპოპულა
რიზაციაგავუწიოთქართულღვინოს,მივაღწევთ.

დამეთანხმებით, განვითარებისათვის აუცილებე
ლია ქვეყნის სტაბილურობა და ეკონომიური სიძ
ლიერე,რაცპირდაპირპროპორციულიაპროდუქციის
რეალიზაციისა.

თუდღევანდელმდგომარეობასგადავხედავთ,ტენ
დენცია ნამდვილად მზარდია. მომავალი თაობის
წარმომადგენლები გაბედულ და თამამ ნაბიჯებს
დგამენსპეციალობისარჩევისმხრივ,ახალგაზრდებ
ში დრომოჭმული სტერეოტიპები დანგრეულია და
გენდერული დისბალანსი მომავალ თაობებში მეტ
ნაკლებად აღარ შეიმჩნევა. თუმცა აქვე დავძენდი,
რომ მარტო სურვილი იმისა, რომ შეაბიჯო იმ სფე
როშისადაცუხსოვარიდროიდანმამაკაცებიდომი
ნირებდნენარარისსაკმარისი.კარიერულიწინსვლა
დამოკიდებული უნდა იყოს პროფესიულ მომზადე
ბასადა პროფესიულ უნარჩვევებზე, ქალბატონები
ახალი გამოწვევების მოყვარულები აღმოვჩნდით
დაქალებისმიღწევებმაჩვენსმიმართუსამართლო
კრიტიკაჩაახშო.

მედა ქალბატონ მანანას, როგორც უკვე მოგეხსე
ნებათ, ღვინის ინდუსტრიაში მოღვაწეობის საკ
მაოდ დიდი გამოცდილება გვაქვს, სხვადასხვა
გამოფენებზე და ღონისძიებებზე ერთმანეთს
ხშირად ვხვდებოდით და ვუზიარებდით ჩვენს
სფეროში დაგროვილ ავსა თუ კარგს. 2014 წელს
დიუსელდორფში ღვინის მსოფლიო გამოფენაზე
ვიმყოფებოდით,სადაცჩვენიყურადღებამიიქცია
გერმანელი მეღვინეების (კოოპერატივის) სტენ
დმა, გაგვაოცა მათმა ერთსულოვნებამ, მაღალ
მა პროფესიონალიზმმა ურთიერთპატივისცემამ,
ისინი თავიანთი პროდუქციის წინ წამოწევით კი
არ იყვნენ დაინტერესებულნი არამედ დიდ რეკ
ლამასუკეთებდნენგერმანულღვინოს.სწორედიქ
დაიბადა იდეა გავერთიანებულიყავით მხოლოდ
რამდენიმე მეღვინე ქალი, თუმცა აღმოჩნდა რომ
გაერთიანების სურვილი საკმაოდ ბევრმა ღვინის
დარგში მოღვაწე ქალბატონმა გამოთქვა, ამიტომ
დიდი ფიქრისა და მსჯელობის შემდეგ , ვაცნო
ბიერებდითრომრთულ საქმეს ვკიდებდით ხელს
2020 წელს ოფიციალურად დავაფუძნეთ ასოცია
ცია,მართალიამალეპანდემიადაიწყოდააქტიურ
მოქმედებაშიხელიშეგვეშალა,მაგრამგეგმებიდი
დიგვაქვსდაიმედიაშევძლებთჩვენიჩანაფიქრის
სრულადრეალიზაციას.

გაწევრიანებაშეუძლიაყველამსურველს,მეღვინეო
ბისსფეროშიმოღვაწექალბატონებს,განურჩევლად
პროფესიისა,ვისთვისაცმისაღებიიქნებაჩვენიხედ
ვებიდაპრინციპები.
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Let us introduce Tamar Abuladze – Georgian entrepreneur 
and founder of brand – Wine Diamond. Her job and ed-
ucation are directly linked to wine, therefore she is inter-
ested in everything that involves wine and winemaking. 
Tamar has decided to create completely distinctive and 
unique wine-themed accessories that have no analogues. 

Wine Diamond is Georgian brand, which makes extraor-
dinary product – jewelry made from the highest-grade 
silver and wine crystals. It was founded in 2021 during 
pandemic. 

We had to overcome many obstacles, before reaching the 
desired result, as every experienced winemaker would 
convince me that it was impossible to make jewelry out 
of the wine crystals. This obstruction and a great desire 
to bring my idea to fruition gave me somewhat an invisi-
ble strength and after several unsuccessful attempts, we 
were able to make beautiful and most importantly, natu-
ral colored jewelry from a wine crystal.

 
 
What is a wine crystal?

These little crystals that oenologists call Tartrate, wine 
enthusiasts – wine crystals and some – wine dia-
mond, in fact are potassium salts of wine acid. Wine/
Tartrate acid is the kind of acid that is found naturally 
in all wines, created by grapes, and it generates the 
structure, balance and aroma of the wine. These crys-
tals are being produced in Kvevri (Georgian tradition-
al vessel for wine keeping), bottle or barrel, while the 
temperature of the wine falls drastically. They remind 
us of diamond crystals. Sometimes they appear on 
the bottom of the dish, sometimes on the plug and 
they never dissolve in wine. Similar to wine acid, 
Potassium as well, is found naturally in wine. It is very 
healthy element and richer the wine in Potassium, the 
healthier the wine is. As for the color of a wine crys-
tals – they obtain shades from wine pigment called 
Anthocyanin. The color of the wine is the same as the 
hue of the wine crystals. For instance: Rkatsiteli – is of 
a yellowish tone, whereas Saperavi – is dark purple.

Our mission

We believe that besides creating things, a brand should 
be source of intangible wealth and goodness. For that 
reason, we have three important missions:

1. To give immortality to the harvest of the year of 
which wine stone is placed in our jewelry.

2. Give 3% of the value of our every item sold from 
Facebook to Hospice – Peristsvaleba, organization 
that helps elderly people who live alone and those 
with terminal illnesses.

3. Introduce Georgia to the world and Georgian vines 
and wine, which has about 500 endemic grape vari-
eties and a history of 8000 years.

Our creations are successfully sold both in Georgia and 
abroad. Each comes with the branded packaging and 
passport that tells the story of us and the wine crystals.

Wine Diamond is an unforgettable gift that will make 
wine enthusiasts, as well as lovers of beautiful and 
unique jewelry happy.

Georgia is homeland of wine! 

We give immortality 
to wine. Each harvest 
will be saved forever!

Tamar Abuladze, Founder / General Director, Wine Dimond
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Tamar Abuladze, Founder / General Director, Wine Dimond
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Georgian pharmaceutical company “DAVATI” was founded in 1998. 
Close partnership that the company established with “INVET” in 2005, 
caused the shift of the company’s focus to the production of vet drugs. 
At present, Davati produces a wide range of medical as well as vet drugs. 
 
Thanks to the permanent renewal of technologies and the equipment, 
also investing in provision of professional trainings to the personnel 
the quality and volume of Davati’s production is constantly on rise. 
 

 

 
Eliava BioPreparations company is developing and manufacturing therapeutic and prophylactic bacteriophage prepa-
rations for the treatment and prophylactic of bacterial infections. Currently, the company is producing six standard bac-
teriophage products, that are available on the market, together with several costume products, for use in a wide variety 
of applications. The aim of EBP is to use the unique knowledge and experience of the Eliava Institute to produce highly 
effective and safe bacteriophage preparations for use in human health, veterinary and environmental care. 

Eliava BioPreparations Company is the direct successor of the phage production that was operating at the Eliava In-
stitute during the period of almost 70 years. EBP employs more than 30 scientists and phage production specialists, 
who work or used to work at the Eliava Institute. Phages are part of nature. 

Officina Ltd was established on October 27, 1999. It has 
been operating in the pharmaceutical business since its 
inception, namely: 
– purchase 
– storage 
– supply 
– export 
– import and re-export of pharmaceutical products. 
Company has many years of experience in 
pharmaceutical production, as well as retail and 
wholesale. 
At the moment, the pharmaceutical production is 
functioning, on which “OFFICINA” Ltd has received the 
relevant permit certificate N000223

on the basis of which it has the following activities: 
– Production of solutions for external and internal use; 

– Primary and / or secondary packaging of unpackaged 
pharmaceutical products; 
– Production of ointments, creams, gels, liniments, 
suppositories.

At present, the Agency for Regulation of Medical and 
Pharmaceutical Activities of the Ministry of Labor, 
Health and Social Affairs of Georgia has registered 28 
(twenty eight) names of medicines. 

MORE THAN 10 MEDICAL NAMES ARE IN PROCESS OF 
REISTRATION 
In addition to the above, registration procedures are 
underway in Tajikistan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan, 
and in these countries 
OFFICINA Ltd. has been conducting export operations 
since 2015.

“DAVATI” has successfully participated in numerous pharmaceutical expositions and fairs. After gaining the firm po-
sition on the Georgian market, the company is making serious efforts in order to start exports of its products to 
neighboring countries.
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VA Renewable Energy offers global implementation of the latest innovative technologies for the 
production of environmentally-friendly, renewable energy sources.

Mini Hydroelectric Stations VA-MHS. 

These Stations can be installed in water channels with hard coatings. With certain parameters of 
water volume and speed, such stations can generate 100 kW/h to 1 MW/h of electricity and more. 
No dam construction heeded. No dam and reservoir constructions are required.

"Waste to Energy" Plant. 

The CBThe CBT-P plant is an innovative, flexible, modular plant that can process almost any type of 
waste; municipal, commercial, industrial, medical, construction and agricultural. Inorganic and 
medical waste is processed in our special Level 5 Pyrolysis Reactor, while organic substances 
are processed in Bioreactors. CBT-P recycles

100% Municipal waste and nothing goes to landfill. CBT-P can process old, already buried waste 
into reliable sustainable source of electricity and other beneficial by-products

1439 Byberry Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, USA   
Tel. 1-215- 947-5404 
Email:   info@gvdesigns.net

VA RENEWABLE ENERGY, LLC 
IS A SUBSIDIARY OF GV DESIGNS, LLC 

THAT HAS BEEN IN OPERATION FOR OVER 40 YEARS
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“ROMIVERIA”არისახალისაწარმო,სადაციტალიურიტექნოლოგიებითადაქართულიღირებულებებისშერ
წყმითიქმნებაპროდუქცია,რომელიცახალისებსდამრავალფეროვანსხდისმომხმარებელთაკულინარიულ
გამოცდილებას.

კომპანია„რომივერია“დაარსდა2019წელსდაახორციელებსთანამედროვესტანდარტებისსაცხობისდანა
ხევარფაბრიკატებისპროექტსთავისუფალინდუსტრიულზონაში.

მისიჯამურიღირებულება1.000.000ევროსაღწევს,საიდანაცკერძოინვესტიციაშეადგენს650.000ევროს,ხო
ლობანკისფინანსურიჩართულობა250.000ევრო.ობიექტზედასაქმებულიიქნება35ადამიანი.

საწარმო„რომივერია“შიინტეგრირებულიაISO:22000დაHACCPისსისტემები.ასევე,სრულადარისგათვა
ლისწინებულისურსათისეროვნულისააგენტოსმიერგაცემულიმითითებები.

საწარმოაღჭურვილიასაერთაშორისოდონისდანადგარებით,რომლებიცფლობენსერტიფიკატსEUR1.

პირველეტაპზესაწარმომომხმარებელსსხვადასხვასახეობისიტალიურბრტყელპურს,პიადინას,შესთავა
ზებს,მეორეეტაპზეკიგანხორციელდებანახევარფაბრიკატებისწარმოებისპროექტი:ასორტიმენტშიიქნება
მზასენდვიჩები,დაჭრილილორიდაყველი,ასორტიღვინისთვისქართულიყველით,ჩირეულითდათხი
ლით.

საწარმო„რომივერია“სპროდუქციისრეალიზაციაგანხორციელდებაროგორცშიდაბაზარზე,ასევეგავაექ
სპორტზე.
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პიადინაარისკლასიკურიიტალიურიბრტყელიპური,ტრადიციულირეგიონისთვისემილიარომანია,რომ
ლისისტორიაიწყება1371წლიდან.

დღესდღეობითარსებობსპიადინასნაირსახეობები:ცეხვილიფქვილით,გლუტენისგარეშე,სხვადასხვაგე
მოებით(ჭარხლის,ისპანახის,ტომატი&ორეგანოდაა.შ.).

პიადინაშეგიძლიათმიირთვათროგორცპური,ასევემოათავსოთპიადინაშითქვენისაყვარელიინგრედიენ
ტები(გადაკეცოთანშეახვიოთ),ანმოამზადოთუგემრიელესიპიცასულრაღაც5წუთში!
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kirke Ceramics

გამარჯობა,ჩვენვართკერამიკულიკომპანია„კირკე“.ჩვენიბრენდისკონცეფციამოიცავსმხოლოდქართუ
ლიხელნაწერის,ქსოვილის,ოქრომჭედლობის,კედლისმხატვრობისდასხვაკარგადნაცნობიდაახლობე
ლიწყაროებიდანაღებულიშთაგონებითშექმნილნამუშევრებს.ჩვენიმიზანია,უფრომეტადახლობელიდა
შემეცნებითიგავხადოთ,როგორცთვითონმასალათიხა, ასევემასზე გადატანილიქართულიმოტივებით
შექმნილინახატებიდაფორმები.როგორცქართველი,ასევეუცხოელიდამთვალიერებლისთვის.ჩვენიპატა
რაკომპანიაშეიქმნა2021წლის1დეკემბერს.სწორედამიტომჩვენიპირველიწარდგენასაზოგადოებასთან
მოხდასაშობაოკოლექციით.

დამფუძნებლები – მაშო ზალდასტანიშვილი, მარიამ ჯაფარიძე, ნათია ჭიღიტაშვილი

კირკე კერამიკა
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ჩვენი სახელოსნოს მისამართია რაფაელ აგლაძის 3 ნომერი. ტელ 599520553
Address: Rafael Agladze st. #3 | www.facebook.com/kirkekeramika
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Signing of the EU-Georgia Association Agreement/DCFTA has brought the political association and economic 
integration of Georgia with the EU into a formal legal framework, which is an important step taken towards the 
process of European integration.

Once fully implemented, the DCFTA is expected to have a significant contribution to the economic development of 
Georgia, as it will implement three out of four freedoms, on which the internal market is based: goods, services and 
capital will move freely between Georgia and the EU.

However, there are numerous challenges linked to the implementation AA/DCFTA in Georgia, and the EU is committed 
to support the Government of Georgia in facing them. More than seven years after the signing of Association 
Agreement with the EU, Georgia is not yet effectively using the opportunities offered by DCFTA. In contrary, our 
northern neighbour grants easy access to the Georgian products to its market, despite the quality of the goods.

It should be emphasized that, due to the “Covid 19” pandemic, the business sector of Georgia, as well as in the EU 
countries has faced great challenges in recent times. However these challenges might be converted to the new 
opportunities. 

Realising advantages of the EU market due to its stability and predictability, EU-Georgia Business Council, with its 
very clear objective to encourage investment and trade between Georgia and the EU, will further contribute to 
strengthening this relations. 

EUGBC in the vanguard of 
promotion of EU-Georgia 
economic cooperation

EUGBC has been very active 
player during last years, with 
highlights on organizing series 
of Georgian Business Delegation 
visits to the EU Countries, 
Business Forums, Expos, Trade 
Seminars and Publications 

It should be emphasized 
that EUGBC ever was, and is, 
and will be in the vanguard 
of promotion of EU-Georgia 
economic cooperation.

Despite of pandemic, in the period from July to September, 2021, EUGBC managed to organize seminars on SME 
Opportunities for Georgia within the framework of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) 
between the EU and Georgia 

The aim of the seminars was for local small and medium-sized businesses to become more familiar with the ongoing 
reforms under the EU-Georgia Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) in order to use all opportunities for successful export of 
their products and business development.
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Within the framework of the project EUGBC prepared 
two PSA’s regarding “EU trade helpdesk” and “Enterprise 
Europe Network”, as well as  “Guideline for  the Produc-
tion, Market Placement and Export of Food, Agricultur-
al and Industrial Products under the Deep and Com-
prehensive Free Trade Agreement with the European 
Union”.in Georgian, Azeri and Armenian languages  

Note: This publication has been commissioned by Europe 
Foundation through grant provided by the Swedish Inter-
national Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) and 
the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA). 
The views and opinions expressed in this publication are 
those of EU-Georgia Business Council and the authors 
and should in no way be taken to represent those of EPF, 
Sida or DANIDA. Any mistakes or omissions are the re-
sponsibility of the author

The seminars were conducted by EUGBC with the 
support of the European Foundation. The seminars 
covered 10 municipalities of Georgia (Kutaisi, Batumi, 
Zugdidi, Gori, Akhaltsikhe, Akhalkalaki, Telavi, 
Marneuli, Rustavi and Tbilisi) and were attended by 
up to 80 representatives of civil society organizations, 
business associations and local authorities. 
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Georgia-Romania Chamber of Commerce (GRCC) is a non-profit organization founded in Tbilisi in March 2021. The 
purpose of the Georgia-Romania Chamber of Commerce is to promote investments and trade, as well as to contribute 
to the process of strengthening bilateral and strategic cooperation between Romania and Georgia. 

It Should be emphasized that Georgia-Romania Chamber of Commerce was a partner of the Annual  Conference 
“Black Sea – Georgia’s Opportunities and Challenges” organized by EUGBC on December 9, 2021 in Tbilisi 

It is important that Both Georgia and the European Union have declared transport connectivity across the Black Sea 
to be a priority. 

GRCC will pay paramount attention to implementation of two EIP flagship initiatives for Georgia, namely:

Flagship 1: Black Sea connectivity – improving data and energy connections with the EU

Flagship 2: Transport connectivity across the Black Sea – improving physical connections with the EU

It should be emphasized that Georgia-Romania Chamber of Commerce has much to offer its members. GRCC 
services include:

• Advocating your company’s fare 
interests through various means 
(communication with High 
representatives of Executive and 
Legislative Authority, if necessary 
arrangement of press conferences, 
issuing GRCC statements etc.); 

• Assistance in finding potential 
partners; 

• Member to members benefits/ 
networking;
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• Promoting company among the other activities, by organizing Site Visit, in which are invited Ambassadors and 
Economic Counselors from the EU member and other states, GRCC members. The Site Visit is publicized by 
Georgian media and TV channels; 

• Regular meetings and dialogue with the representatives of the Government of Georgia;

• Participation in Business Forums/B2B platforms in Georgia and Romania, for the purposes of establishment 
direct contacts with potential partners;

• Regular meetings and dialogue with the diplomatic corps accredited in Georgia;

• Invitation to GRCC branded events in Georgia or Romania;

• Regular updates on the projects and activities of GRCC.

Contact:Email:info@grcc.ge;Webpage:www.grcc.ge;Tel:+995(599)050155(Tbilisi);+40730643222(Romania)
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Bread for life

The ‘Georgian Wheat Growers Association’ was formed in 2017 to safeguard Georgia’s treasured endemic 
wheat species and landraces. 
We support:

• High quality seed production and certification;

• Reproduction and distribution, returning indigenous species to their places of origin; 

• Revival of wheat farming and bread-baking customs and traditions, especially in the touristic mountainous 
regions of Georgia; 

• Popularisation of the Georgian Wheat and Bread culture; 

• Professional on-the-job training.

Asmat Lali Meskhi
Chairperson, Board of Directors

Georgian Wheat Growers Association
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We grow heritage grains in a profitable, sustainable 
and environmentally friendly way.

Georgian identity is largely related to wheat and bread 
culture that embraces a set of farming and baking cus-
toms, knowledge of nature and universe, festive events, 
oral expressions, performing arts and craftsmanship. 

Georgia, the cradle of agriculture, is one of the main cen-
tres of wheat origin from Neolithic times. Artefacts from 
archaeological sites Arukhlo, Khrami Didi Gora, Shulaveri 
and Imiri (VI millennium B.C.) provide evidence of wheat 
domestication and continuous use for over 8000 years 
on the territory of Georgia. 

Wheat diversity is remarkable, fifteen out of twenty 
wheat species known to the world are present in Geor-
gia and five out of those fifteen are endemic. The promi-
nent Russian academician N. Vavilov acknowledged that 
Georgia played a special role in creating numerous forms 
and varieties of wheat. 

Endemic Georgian wheat species: Makha (T. macha), Col-
chic Asli (T. palaeocolchicum), Chelta Zanduri (T. timopheevi), 
Zanduri (T. zhukovskyi), Dika (T. carthlicum) are invaluable 
breeding material due to their high-immunity, resistance 
to fungi, adaptability, stable yields, nutritional value and 
exceptional taste. They are also important for studying the 
origins, evolution and domestication of wheat. 

These valuable species are in need of safeguarding now-
adays; their unique ‘Bread for Life’ role was almost lost 
due to intensive industrialisation during 1960-70-ies, the 
Soviet Government banned growing indigenous wheat 
species, labelling them ‘low -yield’. 

Georgia, known for its delicious heritage wheats is almost un-
noticed by the rest of the world and is hardly recognised by 
wheat researchers as one of the main wheat origin centres. 

This is why in 2019 we initiated and prepared documents 
for UNESCO to be nominated for inclusion on their list of in-
tangible cultural heritages in need of urgent safeguarding; 

Produced and obtained certificate of quality for seed ma-
terial of Meskhuri tsiteli [red] doli (bread wheat) and tetra 
[white] dika, in 2021; 

Began reproduction of endemic species and landraces 
in geographical areas of their origin: macha and zanduri 
(hulled wheat) in Racha-Lechkhumi, dika (naked tetra-
ploid) in Samtskhe-Javakheti and Tusheti; 

Revitalized ancient local farming and baking customs in-
cluding the First Furrow Blessing at the spring or autumn 
equinox with holy breads and holy wine;

Tested new tourist products: ‘Wheat Furrow’ and ‘Bread 
Route’ to introduce the rich wheat and bread culture to 
the world.

Mob: +995 599 53 90 03 | E-mail: geowheatgrowers@gmail.com
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Unique experiences of Georgian wine making traditions and insights into Georgian cuisine at the

company owned Chateau , private extraordinary dining experiences at the company owned Marani

restaurant, relaxation at the company-owned (oldest fully preserved) the 5th century Queen`s

sulphur bath-house,

We offer a wide array of tours styles such as wine and gourmet tours (unique experiences of

Georgian wine making traditions and insights into Georgian cuisine), adventure, cultural, religious,

hiking and cycling, MICE, group leisure and VIP luxury tours. In addition to Georgia, we offer

packages including Azerbaijan and Armenia.

Tika Tours is a Georgian luxury tour operator for discerning travelers seeking life-changing travel

experiences. Established in 2001, we pioneered the concept of luxury travel in Georgia and the

Caucasus region. In 2016, Tika Tours became a member of EU-Georgia Business Council. Tika Tours

takes travelers to places of extraordinary culture and history, geographical diversity and startling

beauty. We offer unforgettable trips to multiple countries, but our most important destination is

Georgia, a country that until recently, was still very much not known to the world.

Enjoy a unique and exclusive  tea tasting experience with an incredible tea expert; 

Although Georgia is mostly known for its long history of winemaking, it is also a great tea emporium.

Teanatea, owned by Tika Svanidze Vancko Estate, is a premium producer of natural tea,

distinguished by its exotic characteristics. Handpicked in the tea plantations of Nagomari, western

Georgia, TEANATEA is one of the most natural tea brands in the world, strictly forbidding the use of

harmful additives, preservatives and colorants

TEANATEATEANATEATEANATEA   
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Tika is founder and president of the Tika Tours.

She was born and raised in Georgia, before

studying, living, working, around the world

including the Netherlands, Singapore, Chicago,

and Switzerland. Tika studied tourism and law in

the Netherlands. With her previous senior roles

in the luxury travel industry and destination

management, she has amassed a wealth of

experience. She strongly believes that travel can

change lives, and most importantly builds bridges

between people. 

www.tsvholding.com

11 Grishashvili street, Tbilisi 0105 Georgia

+31 6 27 468 794

info@tikatours.com

+995 551 402 223
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Welcome to its Excellency, the homeland of wine, and may your journey

be unforgettably delicious accompanied by company owned TSV Estate’s

exclusive Georgian wines. 

We stay true to our roots and traditions. Our wines come from the finest

grape fields. Tika Svanidze Vancko Estate offers a wide variety of distinct

Georgian wine varietals. Every wine bottle tells a story from ancient

Georgian wine-making culture and history.

Tika Svanidze Vancko EstateTika Svanidze Vancko EstateTika Svanidze Vancko Estate

Tika Svanidze VanckoTika Svanidze VanckoTika Svanidze Vancko   

Contact Information:
Info@tikawine.com
tika@tsvestate.com
Georgia: +995 599 79 76 76
Netherlands: +31 6 27468794

Visit us at: www.tikawine.com; www.tsvholding.com
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THE SHUMI WINERY 

“SHUMI” meant “the best wine” in ancient Georgia. It still means the same!

In 1997 the Shumi Wine Company started its activities with the cultivation of vineyards in several historical mi-
cro-zones of Georgia.

In 2001, Shumi built its winery facilities located in the Tsinandali village, viticulture center of Kakheti, which borders 
the National Park and Museum named after A. Chavchavadze. 

The Shumi Company produces a wide range of products and alcoholic beverages, some of them are made using its 
own unique and, in some cases, patented technologies, which exist nowhere else in the world. 

Shumi successfully exports its outstanding and high-quality products to 32 countries all over the world. The high 
quality of Shumi products is also confirmed by its awards, which have earned more than 450 prestigious international 
awards.

The Shumi Winery is the first company in Georgia, which:

used a bio and bio-dynamic methods of vine cultivation and applied the “green harvest” in its vineyards;
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produced bio wine;

created the Museum of Wine in Georgia, the age of an-
cient artifacts of which is more than 6000 years;

created the Private Comprehensive Varietal Collection 
Vineyard in Georgia, considered the largest private col-
lection in the world. 

The Comprehensive Varietal Collection Vineyard, serving 
as a foundation for International scientific research, is in-
cluded in the list of the United Nations Food and Agri-
culture Organization and has its own unique code. Also, 
by the experiments on rarest grape varieties of collection 
vineyards, Shumi winemakers create unique beverages; 

offered to the guests eno-gastronomic service.

In 2002, the Shumi Tourist Complex was created, which 
is completely unique and has no equivalent analogues all 
over the world both in terms of infrastructure and service. 

The Complex spans nine hectares, with diverse infra-
structure. 

The Complex numbers 38 locations, including:

The First Wine Museum in Georgia;

The First Comprehensive Varietal Collection Vineyard in 
Georgia;

The Marani;

The Enoteca;

The Georgian Ethnographic Pavilion;

Gastronomic zones with a restaurant and terraces, cafes, 
verandas, pavilions and tasting areas;

The Wine Shop, showcasing a wide assortment of dif-
ferent products and alcoholic drinks including Compa-
ny Shumi’s exclusives produced using our own unique 
technologies;

The Decorative Garden, with sculptures made by famous 
Georgian and international artists.

The Shumi Winery has won the following awards in the 
field of tourism:

In 2019, THE MOST BEAUTIFULL VENUE IN GEORGIA at 
the “Clear Region” contest.

In 2020, THE BEST LOCATION FOR GASTRONOMIC 
REGIONAL TOURISM and THE BEST WINE TOURISM 
AWARD in the framework of WELCOME TO GEORGIA Na-
tional Tourism Award.

In 2020, the Shumi Wine Company was awarded TRAV-
ELERS CHOICE status at the TripAdvisor Awards.

In 2021, THE BEST WINE TOURISM AWARD in the 
framework of WELCOME TO GEORGIA National Tourism 
Award. 

In 2021, THE BEST PRACTICE RELATED TO ARCHAEO-
BOTANICAL IN WINE TOURISM 2021 at the international 
competition in Sicily organized by the Council of Europe.
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მომავლის პროექტი რომელიც  

უნდა განხორციელდეს!

სამშვიდობო პროექტი ერგნეთი

Peace Project Ergneti

The Project of the future  

to be impelmented!
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Welcome to  
Holiday Inn Telavi
Holiday Inn Telavi, an IHG® Hotel, is a first International business style hotel in the heart of Georgia’s leading wine region 
Kakheti, just one and a half hours drive from Tbilisi. The 85 rooms property is located in a XIX century historical building, 
in the city centre of Telavi, This is the first international branded hotel in the city. Right next to the hotel stands The Palace 
of King Erekle II. In a five-minute walk you can explore Telavi Theatre, the most ancient theatre in the Caucasus Region.

At a Glance

• 85 Styled Rooms

• 3 Conference Rooms (10 - 80 Pax)

• 24h Business Center

• 24 sqm Indoor Swimming Pool (with convertible 
roof )

• Treatment Room

• Steam Bath

• Sauna

• Gym

• Lobby Bar

• E-Bar

• Georgian Restaurant Batontan

• Terrace 

GUEST ROOMS

Enhance your stay in our elegant air-con-
ditioned rooms with free WI-FI. Experience 
great sleep on a comfortable bed with pre-
mium cotton linen. Enjoy complimentary 
hot drinks, satellite TV, safe, bathrobe & 
slippers. Free access to the gym and roof-
top pool will make your stay memorable.

• 57 standard rooms (26 connected)

• 21 premium rooms (14 with terrace)

• 5 suite rooms

• 1 corner suite with 25 sqm terrace

• 1 accessible room

After strolling the beautiful Telavi streets 
take a dip in the rooftop pool and take in 
the stunning views. In the heart of Telavi, 
Holiday Inn Telavi welcomes you with gen-
uine hospitality! 
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2, Rustaveli Avenue, 2200 Telavi (Georgia) | Tel: +995 322 611111 | Email: info@hi-telavi.com | www.holidayinn.com
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qatarairways.com/beyondbusiness

Take your business 
travel further

OPTION 1

By  Qat a r  A i rways



The Netherlands - Georgia  
Business Forum

2022
GENERAL PARTNER



Слава Україні! Героям слава!

მალე გაზაფხული მოვა...

SPRING ALMOST IN...




